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Don’t leave
home
without it
An informal survey of Hope
seniors yields advice for the
dormitory dwellers of tomorrow
uy shampoo in bulk. Bring a hot pot. Beg or
 B borrow (but don’t steal) every quarter you can
lay your hands on.
These suggestions are a few of the many that Hope
seniors have for new students trying to decide just what
they should try to pack into the car, truck or trailer that
will carry them to the new challenges of dormitory life.
While several items are essential (such as clothes), many
are simple luxuries that can make life on campus more
amenable.
Brett Folkert of Zeeland, Mich., recommends
bringing “loads of shampoo because you’re going to
leave your first three bottles in the shower.” Others will
be losing theirs too, which makes picking up windfalls a
possibility. But — ethics aside — as Folkert noted there’s
_ no guarantee that
See also
‘Academic year to begin'
on page two
what you find will
be as good as what
you lost. Then
again, it might be
better...
The realities of communal shower facilities also make
wise investments of shower clogs, a bathrobe and a
container for carrying toiletries.
Clothes need cleaning too, and the campus’ laundry
machines never seem to lose their appetite for
quarters — with the result that spare change ranks near
the top of the “to bring” lists of many.
Certain summer jobs, incidentally, can be helpful in
this regard. “I was a waitress for my summer before and
I saved all my quarters,” noted Karen Atkeson of
Greenville, Mich. A laundry basket or bag and
detergent are helpful extras. There's also always the
option of taking laundry home or shipping it there
(Please see "Don't leave..." on page si.x)
Campus Notes
Academic year to begin
The 131st academic year at Hope will
open on Sunday, Aug. 30, with a
convocation that will feature an address by
the professor chosen in April as the 1992
“Hope Outstanding Professor Educator.”
Dr. John Shaughnessy, professor of
psychology, will present “The Real World of
Hope” during the convocation, which will be
held on Sunday at 2 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel. Traditionally held the first
Tuesday of classes, the convocation has been
moved to Sunday to make it possible for the
parents of freshmen to attend.
The public is invited. Admission is free.
Residence halls for new students will open
at noon on Friday, Aug. 28. Orientation
events will begin that evening and will
continue through Monday.
Returning students are not to arrive on
campus before Monday, according to college
officials. Classes will begin at 8 a.m. on
Tuesday, Sept. 1.
The year may begin with the largest
freshman class in the college’s history. Based
on enrollment data thus far, the college is
anticipating that the Class of 1996 will rival
or surpass in size the previous record-holder,
the Class of 1991, which entered Hope in the
fall of 1987 with 675 members.
The actual total won't be known until after
classes begin, but in any case the strong
freshman enrollment will offset the large
1992 graduating class, leaving enrollment
about the same in 1992-93 as it was in 1991-
92. Enrollment this fall is expected to be
about 2,750 students.
“Retention was very good, similar to pre-
vious years,” said Jon J. Huisken, dean for
academic services and registrar. “We had an
exceptionally large graduating class, and we
have an exceptionally large freshman class.
So those two tend to balance each other out.”
Dr. Shaughnessy received the “H.O.P.E.”
award during the college’s Honors
Convocation on April 23. The award, first
given in 1965, is presented by the graduating
class to the professor who they feel
epitomizes the best qualities of the Hope
College educator.
A member of the Hope faculty since 1975,
Dr. Shaughnessy teaches courses including
“Introduction to Psychology,” “Learning and
Memory” and “Research Methods.” He was
appointed an assistant professor when he
joined the faculty, was promoted to associate
professor in 1982 and beginning this year
holds the rank of full professor.
His books include Experimentation in
Psychology, co-authored with Benton
Underwood, Research Methods in
Dr. John Shaughnessy
Psychology, co-authored with E.B.
Zechmeister, and A Practical Introduction to
Research Methods in Psychology, also
written with Zechmeister and designed to be
used primarily as a companion to their other
book. He has also written or co-written
many articles, which have appeared in
publications such as Journal of Verbal
Learning and Verbal Behavior, American
Journal of Psychology, Journal of
Experimental Psychology and Memory and
Cognition.
Quote, unquote is an eclectic sampling
of things said at and about Hope College.
The public’s voice has been quite clear
where science is concerned, according to
Dr. Frederick M. Bemthal, the deputy
director of the National Science
Foundation (NSF): things need to change,
and the federal government and educators
better do something about it.
“Megaproject research expenditures,
technological mishaps like, the Hubble
telescope, issues like stratospheric ozone
depletion, urgent social issues — as well as
the environmental issues, social issues
such as the AIDS epidemic — all of these
things lead the public, understandably, to
scrutinize the benefits, to question the
priorities and to demand an accounting of
how their research dollars are being
spent,” he said. “Especially when many of
their children are not being taught to do
simple arithmetic.”
Dr. Bemthal was speaking in the
college’s Knickerbocker Theatre on
Thursday, June 1 1 , during the Council on
Undergraduate Research’s fourth national
conference. Titled “Preparing for 2010:
NSF’s Current Priorities,” his remarks
addressed an audience of more than 500
college and university educators and
representatives of other foundations.
Because the NSF is a major and
prestigious source of funding for
researchers and scholars in the sciences,
the Foundation’s priorities can have a
significant impact on the field.
Coupled with a budget crisis that will
create intense competition for scarce
resources, public scrutiny is leading to an
emphasis on programs viewed as having
social relevance, according to Dr.
Bemthal. As a result, research projects are
being judged in new ways, and the NSF is
devoting more support to science
education.
Dr. Bemthal explained that the NSF is
placing particular stress on kindergarten
through 12th grade education, and giving
additional emphasis to enhancing
scientific literacy and involvement among
traditionally-under represented minorities.
Behind the efforts are studies that show
children in the United States lagging
behind their peers in many other nations.
One study Dr. Bemthal cited showed U.S.
children behind by age nine, and suffering
even more by comparison at age 13.
“The consequence of that is that by
many estimates only seven percent of our
children enter college as freshmen
prepared to undertake studies in science,
mathematics or engineering, whether or
not they might choose to do that,” he said,
“Whereas a number of our competitors,
Korea notably and others, have numbers
that range upwards from 50 percent.”
Demographics in the United States, Dr.
Bemthal said, underlie the NSF’s
emphasis on minority groups. “By the
year 2020, almost half the school age
population in the U.S. will consist of what
we call 'minority Americans’ today,” he
said. “Indeed, women and under
represented minorities will comprise 85
percent of the net growth in the U.S. work
force between now and the end of the
century.”
“So while reaching these groups was
always the right thing to do, now it’s
essential to our economic well-being,” Dr.
Bemthal said.
Beyond training future scientists and
mathematicians, he noted, colleges and
universities play a vital role in shaping K
through 12 education as well. Dr.
Bemthal shared a study of scientific
literacy by major, which showed that
college students studying education
ranked last.
Because those education majors are the
future science teachers of America’s
youth, he explained, “that's a devastating
statement, it seems to me, for the future of
science and math education in this
country.”
As educators interested in
undergraduate research, Dr. Bemthal said,
the members of his audience were poised
to help cope with the problems. And as
scientists facing a questioning public, he
added, their own viability could depend
upon it.
“There are two issues here," Dr.
Bemthal said. “One is the intrinsic
value... of promoting research at the
undergraduate level.”
“I would suggest that fundamentally,
faculty that are actively engaged in
research are uniquely situated to
communicate the excitement — the
importance — of science,” he said. “I think
that’s been demonstrated over and
over.. .That’s the best way, if they will do
so, to encourage youngsters to pursue
careers in science and engineering.”
“Secondly, and perhaps more
importantly, is this point that, ultimately,
if you separate the research and teaching
function, you stand in great danger of
separating yourself from the support of
society,” he said.
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On the cover
Members of the college's Orientation
team prepare for the arrival of the Class
of '95 last fall. The economy-sized,
spirited “H" adorned the wall of the
DeWitt Center near the main entrance off
from Columbia Avenue.
With August upon us, thoughts turn to
the coming academic year, and the
arrival of a new group of students— the
Class of '96. Hoping to help ease the
transition to college life, news from Hope
College asked several Hope seniors to
share their thoughts on the items any
well-equipped dormitory dweller ought to
have on hand. It's not likely that every
student would want every item on the list
(despite what parents may think when
loading their vehicles for the trip to
Holland later this month...), but we hope
it offers something for everyone.
Our more traditional “beginning-of-
the-year” story is at the top of this page,
and includes information on when
residence halls open and the college's
opening convocation.
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Campus Notes
RESEARCH CONFERENCE:
Immediately after hosting the fourth
national conference of the Council on
Undergraduate Research from, June 1 1 to
13 (please see “Quote, unquote” on page
two), Hope hosted a Great Lakes Colleges
Association (GLCA) conference that
emphasized collaborative learning
between students and faculty in the
humanities and social sciences.
Approximately 200 chief academic
officers, deans and faculty from the
member institutions of the GLCA and the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest, and
others, attended the event.
The GLCA conference reflected
growing interest in adapting to other
disciplines the lessons learned through
undergraduate research in the natural
sciences.
GUBERNATORIAL SUPPORT:
The award-winning Children’s After
School Achievement (CASA) Program at
Hope has received support for its work
with elementary and middle school
children through a Governor’s
Discretionary Fund grant from Governor
John Engler.
The federal funds were made available
to Michigan under the Drug-Free Schools
and Communities Act of 1986. The
$85,000 award will provide support
through September of 1993.
ADMISSIONS STAFF: Michelle
Imhoff ’92 and Jennifer Payette ’92 have
joined the Hope College staff as
admissions counselors.
Their responsibilities include
contacting and working with prospective
students, both by telephone and through
personal visits. Each is involved in
student recruitment in Michigan, while
Imhoff has additional responsibility for
the Chicago area and Payette is
responsible for student recruitment in
New York.
WOMEN’S LEAGUE UPDATE:
The 36th Village Square in June netted
the Women’s League for Hope College
$16,000, which will go toward the
renovation of Kollen Hall.
This year’s Village Square was also the
last. The League instead will organize a
variety of different events, integrating
some elements of Village Square. An
“Autumn Fest” during the home football
game on Saturday, Sept. 26, will feature
the sale of food (please see the “Women’s
League” listing on page four for more),
and there will be a new event this summer.
ANNUAL FUND REPORT: Hope
College received donations from a record
number of alumni during its 1991-92
Alumni Annual Fund Drive, but fell short
of its fund-raising goal.
The college received $1,130,530 from
8,139 alumni (47 percent of the alumni
body). The Alumni Annual Fund goal
was $1,203,000 from 8,962 alumni (50
percent of the alumni body).
UPWARD BOUND RENEWAL:
The Hope College Upward Bound
Program, now in its 24th year, has
received a three-year grant renewal from
the U.S. Department of Education.
The Hope program competed with
more than 600 other programs nationwide
Alumni president finds involvement natural
The Alumni Association’s new
president, John Abe ’79 of Naperville,
111., has found it easy to stay involved in
the life of Hope College since he
graduated. It’s not something he
planned, but, given his student
experience and the college’s continued
impact on his life, he wouldn’t have it
any other way.
Abe was elected to a two-year term as
president during the May meeting of the
20-member Alumni Association Board
of Directors. He had previously been
vice president of the board, of which he
has been a member since 1986.
Because he is active with the Alumni
Association, he is asked periodically
to share the reasons he values the
college. One of his favorite responses
through the years has been to relate a
personal anecdote that he feels
demonstrates the commitment of Hope
professors.
As a struggling student in freshman
English, Abe was given extra help on
Saturday mornings by Maura Reynolds,
then in her first year on the faculty. Her
extra effort made all the difference,
enabling him to succeed in the class.
Hope professors, the story concludes,
are caring educators who help make
Hope a special place. “If you need the
help,” he said for an article published in
the college’s 1990-91 Catalog, “they’ll
say 'Let’s get you turned around,’ which
I think attests to the quality of the
school.”
Abe had thought the tale — set more
than 1 5 years in the past — was complete.
However, it was given a new twist in
October, during a Hope in the Future
dinner held on campus, when he and
Reynolds met anew.
“I was standing with about five people
in a circle before that dinner, and she
looks at my name tag and she goes,
‘John, you may not remember, but I’m
Maura Reynolds. I had you in one of my
classes.’”
“It was just amazing,” he said. “It is
easier for a student to remember a
professor than for a professor to
remember a student just because of the
numbers involved. That she remembered
me was quite a thrill.”
The incident helped reinforce the point
he had been making all along — that
Hope professors care about their
students — but it did something more as
well. It illustrated another reason Abe
values Hope: the college’s continued
influence on his life, often in ways he
might not have expected while still a
student.
He cites the college’s Christian
perspective as one example. Hope’s
combination of Christian context and
intellectual inquiry, Abe believes,
continues to shape his faith well after his
1979 Commencement.
“I definitely believe where I was for
those four years in my life has impacted
me here 15 years later, and will probably
continue to do so,” he said. “Even
though you may not have seen it in John
Abe during the four years on campus
specifically.”
In addition to his work with the
Alumni Board, Abe’s efforts on Hope’s
behalf include working with admissions
through its Hope Alumni Recruiting
Team (HART) program, serving as a
volunteer for the Hope in the Future
fund-raising campaign, and hosting or
helping coordinate several events in the
Chicago, 111., area for the college.
The Alumni Association s new
president, John Abe ’79 of Naperville,
I II., found getting involved in the life of
the college a natural response to his
positive experience as a student.
Abe majored in business
administration at Hope. His
extra-curricular activities included
earning letters in wrestling during his
four years as a student, participating in
the “Pull” tug-of-war, and joining the
Fraternal Society.
He is employed as a stockbroker and
vice president, investments with Gruntal
and Company Inc. in Chicago. He and
his wife, Stacey, have two children: Jack
and Andrew.
for funding, and was one of 500 to receive
a grant. The proposals denied funding
included 34 existing programs seeking
grant renewals.
Hope College Upward Bound, which
works with high school students, received
the full amount requested, totaling
$253,652 in federal funds for it first year
of operation.
DIGITAL GRANT: Efforts at Hope
College to enlist the computer’s aid in
enhancing and integrating mathematics
and physics education have received
significant support in the form of a
$288,000 equipment grant from Digital
Equipment Corporation.
The college is creating a networked
computer system that will enable students
to visualize the meaning of formulas and
principles studied in mathematics and
physics. The sophisticated equipment will
also allow students to explore a variety of
processes more effectively.
The new system will help the
departments develop a less textbook-
oriented approach that they hope will
boost both the quality and quantity of
graduates in the sciences. Instructors
involved with the project feel that it could
become viewed as a model nationwide.
“In this combined program we are
addressing two large national concerns,”
said Dr. Paul A. DeYoung ’77, associate
professor of physics. “The two areas to
be addressed deal with mathematical
ability and ways to improve the
instruction and retention of physicists
and engineers.”
“We feel that our efforts will lead to
improvements and solutions which will be
adopted by other educational institutions
and thus have a significant impact on the
quality of science and mathematics
education in the United States,” he said.
In addition to Digital’s equipment grant,
the college has received $98,700 from the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and
$98,700 from a recent challenge grant by
The Kresge Foundation to complete the
$485,000 project.
According to Dr. DeYoung, the hew
computer system in mathematics and
physics will yield several benefits.
First, by enhancing mathematics
education, the system will improve
students grounding in what he dubbed
“the language of science.”
“It really is possible, with modem
graphics and visualization techniques, to
give life to what are perceived as dry
derivations and pointless exercises,” he
said. “We will challenge the students to
understand and picture the fundamental
ideas rather than just mastering the rules.”
Similar improvements, he noted, will be
possible in physics. For example, the
system will allow students in laboratory
courses to examine aspects of processes
that were previously hidden because of
technological limitations.
In addition, the computer system will be
used at all levels of instruction in physics
and mathematics, meaning that students
who become familiar with the system in
first-year laboratory courses will be
developing skills that will be relevant
throughout their college career.
In addition to the important role it will
play in the college’s courses, the
equipment, Dr. DeYoung feels, will do
something else as well. By being fun to
use, it will help make science and
mathematics even more appealing.
“Science and mathematics in general,
and physics in particular, are no longer
perceived as fun and rewarding,” he said.
“Today’s students have not had the
focused glamour associated with landing a
man on the moon. Instead, their views of
science have been formed by Chernobyl
and irreconcilable debate on complex
technological issues.”
“We need to help them see that science
and math are exciting,” he said. “If we
fail, then Americans will not be among
our next generation of scientific leaders.”
(Please see "Campus Notes" on page 12)
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Events
ACADEMIC CALENDAR (1992-93)
Fall Semester (1992)
Aug. 28, Friday — Residence halls open for new students at
noon. New student orientation begins
Aug. 30, Sunday — Convocation for new students and parents, 2
p.m.
Aug. 3 1 , Monday— Residence halls open for returning students;
late registration
Sept. 1, Tuesday — Class begin at 8 a.m.
Sept. 7, Monday — Labor Day, classes in session
Sept. 29-30, Tuesday-Wednesday — Critical Issues Symposium,
opened with a formal convocation
Oct. 9, Friday — Fall Recess begins at 6 p.m.
Oct. 14, Wednesday — Fall Recess ends at 8 a.m.
Oct. 16-18, Friday-Sunday — Homecoming Weekend
Nov. 6-8, Friday-Sunday — Parents’ Weekend
Nov. 26, Thursday — ^ Thanksgiving Recess begins at 8 a.m.
Nov. 30, Monday — ^Thanksgiving Recess ends at 8 a.m.
Dec. 1 1 , Friday — Last day of classes
Dec. 14-18, Monday-Friday — Semester examinations
Dec. 18, Friday — Residence halls close at 5 p.m.
DE FREE GALLERY
Theodora Plas — Aug. 28-Sept. 29
A selection of contemporary work by Theodora Plas, an artist
visiting from the Netherlands.
Art of Everyday Life in Ethiopia — Oct. 10-Nov. 22
Works from the collection of Dr. Neal Sobania ’68, director of
international education and associate professor of history.
Admission to the gallery is free. For information concerning
gallery hours, please call (616) 394-7500 from 8 a.m. to noon
or 1-5 p.m.
WOMEN'S LEAGUE EOR HOPE
Autumn Fest — Saturday, Sept. 26
From noon to 5 p.m., on the day of Hope’s home game against
Wabash of Indiana, the League will staff a “country store”
booth just outside Holland Municipal Stadium, selling food to
be eaten at the game or taken home. Selections will include
cheese, sausage, pies, cinnamon rolls, produce, brats, barbeque,
carmel apples, carmel com, cider, coffee, pop and more.
Grand Rapids Chapter
Thursday, Oct. 15: Fall Fashion Show at Jacobsons
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 6-7: Charity Bazaar at Grand
Village Mall
Thursday, Nov. 19: Bus trip to Chicago, 111.
Contact Nancy Matthews at (616) 538-0513.
Holland Chapter
Monday, Oct. 19: Bus trip to downtown Chicago, 111.
Contact Jan Koop '75 Brondyke at (616) 396-1653.
Kalamazoo Chapter
Friday, Oct. 23: Prime rib dinner at Bethany Reformed
Contact Jenni Liggett '80 at (616) 388-3757.
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
New Generation Students — Saturday, Aug. 29
There will be a reception for new Generation Students and
their alumni parents at the President’s Home from 10:45 a.m.
to 1 1 :45 a.m.
Community Day — Saturday, Sept. 12
The Community Day picnic will begin at 1 1 a.m. at Windmill
Island, while kick-off for the Hope-DePauw football game is
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. The Holland American Legion Band
will be playing at the picnic, and the Holland High School
Band will be playing at the game.
Tickets, which include the cost of both the picnic and the
game, are available at the Dow Center, corner of 13th Street
and Columbia Avenue, 8:30 a.m. to noon and 1-5 p.m., and
cost $4.50 per person (or $16 for a family of four).
Homecoming Weekend — Friday-Sunday, Oct. 16-18
Please see the Homecoming schedule on page 12 for details.
Chemistry Alumni Day — Friday, Oct. 16
Events include a seminar presentation, open house and
banquet. Please see the Homecoming schedule on page 12 for
details. Additional information may be obtained by calling
the department of chemistry at (6 1 6) 394-7630.
For additional information concerning alumni events, please call
the Office of Public Relations at (616) 394-7860.
INSTANT INFORMATION
Hope Sports Hotline— (616) 394-7888
Activities Information — (616) 394-7863
FOUR
C
Another season for Great Performances
The 1992-93 Great Performance Series offers a variety of
outstanding professional productions. Just look at what’s in store
on stage for the upcoming academic year.
Season tickets are $40 for senior citizens, $50 for other adults, $20 for students
and $100 for families. Tickets for individual performances are $10 for
senior citizens, $1250 for other adults and $6 for students.
For additional information, please write
"Great Performance Series, Hope College, Holland, MI 49423" or call (616) 394-6996.
Monday, Sept. 21
The Choir of Trinity College, Cambridge
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 16
Derek Lee Ragin, countertenor
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 4-5
The Tom Evert Dance Company
DeWitt Center main theatre, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 24
Todd Palmer, clarinetist
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 21
The Colorado Quartet
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, March 5-6
“Albert Einstein: The Practical
Bohemian”
Knickerbocker Theatre, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, April 14
The Count Basie Orchestra Directed
by Frank Foster
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
THEATRE
Working (musical), adapted from the book by Studs Terkel, Oct.
23-31
The Nutcracker: A Play, by David Hammond, Nov. 27-Dec. 19
Additional information may be obtained by calling the theatre
ticket office at (616) 394-7890 two weeks prior each play’s
opening for show times, ticket prices and reservations.
CRITICAL ISSUES SYMPOSIUM
“The Columbus Legacy, 1492-1992”
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29-30
An intensive examination of the impact of Columbus’ arrival
in the Western Hemisphere. Coinciding with the 500th
anniversary of the event, the Symposium will provide an
overview of its implications for the region, the region’s
peoples and the world, both in 1492 and today.
The Symposium will include a 7:30 p.m. keynote address and
8:30 p.m. focus sessions on Tuesday, and will also run from
10 a.m. to mid-afternoon on Wednesday, featuring a
keynote address, a keynote debate and several focus
sessions. Admission is free.
For additional information, please call the Office of Public
Relations at (616) 394-7860.
ADMISSIONS
Visitation Days
For prospective Hope students, including transfers, high school
juniors and seniors. Visitations are intended to show students
and their parents a typical day in the life of a Hope student.
Please contact Peggy Hallacy for details.
Friday, Oct. 16 Friday, Dec. 4 Friday, March 5
Friday, Oct. 30 Friday, Jan. 22
Friday, Nov. 13 Friday, Feb. 19
Junior Days 1993
A day designed specifically for high school juniors and their
parents to help them begin the college search. Please contact
Suzanne Mitchell for details.
Friday, April 16 Friday, April 23
Football Youth Day — Saturday, Sept. 26
Reformed Church senior high youth groups are invited to take a
closer look at Hope and attend a Hope football game. Please
contact Peggy Hallacy for details.
Pre-Medicine and Pre-Engineering Day — -Friday, May 21
Special activities for high school juniors interested in becoming
medical doctors or engineers. Please contact LeAnn Vander
Poppen for more information.
For further information about any Admissions Office event,
please call (616) 394-7850 or write: Office of Admissions,
Hope College. Holland, Mich. 49423.
SUMMER THEATRE
DeWitt Center main theatre
“1776” (musical) — Thursday, Aug. 13*; Saturday, Aug. 22
Macbeth (tragedy) — ^Tuesday, Aug. 11; Saturday, Aug. 15;
Monday, Aug. 17; Thursday, Aug. 20
Tintypes (musical) — Monday, Aug. 10; Thursday, Aug. 13;
Tuesday, Aug. 18; Friday, Aug. 21
A Shayna Maidel (drama — second stage production. Snow
Auditorium) — Monday, Aug. 10; Wednesday, Aug. 12;
Thursday, Aug. 13; Friday, Aug. 14
Willi (comedy) — Wednesday, Aug. 12; Friday, Aug. 14;
Wednesday, Aug. 19
All plays begin at 8 p.m. except *2 p.m. matinee. Please call
(616) 394-7890 for ticket information.
Fresh Faces of 1992 — Sunday, Aug. 9, at 8 p.m., DeWitt Center
main theatre. Admission is free.
Children’s Performance Troupe — Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, Aug. 10, 12 and 14, at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
DeWitt Center. Admission is $4.
THE ARTS
Great Performance Scenes — Please see the advertisement on
this page for the season’s complete schedule.
Student Recital — ^Thursday, Oct. 8: Wichers Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Faculty Recital — Sunday, Oct. 25: Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Artist Piano Series — Friday, Oct. 30: Anders Martensen,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets cost $3 for senior
citizens and $5 for other adults. Admission is free with a valid
Hope College identification.
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
Opening Convocation — Sunday, Aug. 30: Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 2 p.m.
Community Day Picnic and Football Game — Saturday, Sept. 12
The 95th Annual Pull — Friday, Sept. 25
Homecoming 1992 — Friday-Sunday, Oct. 16-18
Parents’ Weekend — Friday-Sunday, Nov. 6-8
Nykerk Cup Competition — Saturday, Nov. 7
For High School Students:
Arts and Humanities Fair — Thursday, Oct. 22
Science Day — Thursday, Oct. 29
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE
Downtown Holland at 86 East Eighth Street
The Knickerbocker Theatre, open Monday through Saturday,
features a variety of art. foreign and classic films, and a
number of live events.
Admission to the theatre's films costs $4 for adults and $3 for senior
citizens and Hope College students. For more information on
programs and films at the Knickerbocker, call (616) 392-3195.
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Alumni dentists help international students smile
by Gregory S. Olgers ’87
t’or someone who had never been to a dentist
X before, Thapelo Matenge of Botswana handled
the experience with remarkable calm.
“I just felt that it was something that needed to be
done, since it hadn’t been done before,” he said.
His reserve, as it happened, was appropriate.
Matenge ’s teeth certainly looked picture-perfect, and
X-rays confirmed that the 19-year-old didn’t have a
single cavity.
He attributes the accomplishment to clean living. “I
pretty much eat things that are not loaded up with
sugar — mostly fat-free foods and stuff,” he said.
Matenge’s mid-July visit was made possible
by Holland Family Dentistry, operated by Dr. Ronald
Deenik ’73 and Dr. Kathleen Stratton ’78, both of
Holland. The two dentists have committed them-
selves to examining gratis all of the college’s
30-plus international scholarship students, who
typically haven’t the resources to pay for their own
dental care and may not have access to the best care
at home.
And they are doing more than examine only. Their
contributions include thorough cleanings. X-rays,
follow-up visits for fillings or other work, and even
efforts to arrange major oral surgery when necessary.
That’s good news for Matenge, who after the
no-cavity report learned that he has the misfortune to
be hosting four ornery wisdom teeth that have chosen to
grow horizontally, facing forward.
“Kathy and I feel that we got a lot from Hope
College,” Dr. Deenik said. “Hope College gave us
more than just the basic education, and we’d like to
give something back. So that’s number one.”
“And number two, we have talents that are special to
us, and if there’s a group of people that could use those
talents and have no other way to access them, then
that’s nice,” he said. “We also want to send those
students back with something else from Hope College
that the Hope experience gave them — a mouth that
might be a little healthier than when they came.”
“We believe one of the responsibilities of a
professional is to give back to your community as much
as you can,” he said. “And our community is not just
Holland, Michigan. It’s the world.”
Matenge was one of eight students who visited the
office on July 16. An early August visit for the 1 1
students participating in the 1992-93 Russian program
was planned, as were later sessions with more
students — and follow-up visits with all of them.
The project began during the 1991-92 academic year,
when one of the college’s 19 Russian students required
attention for an abscessed tooth. Finances were a
problem for the individual, and Dr. Deenik and Dr.
Stratton waived their fee (as did oral surgeon Dr. Clare
Van Wieren ’66, when it became clear that services like
Dr. Ronald Deenik '73 of Holland Family Dentistry works with Thapelo Matenge '95 of Botswana during his first visit to
a dentist. Dr. Deenik and colleague Dr. Kathleen Stratton '78 are donating their services to all of the college’s
international scholarship students.
those occasions when we had an emergency we dealt
with it on a case-by-case basis.”
Not all of the students have faced their first visit to
Holland Family Dentistry with Matenge’s placidity.
The Russians, for example, expected the experience to
bring excruciating pain— largely because the dental
community in Russia apparently treats anesthesia as a
luxury.
“The Soviets were very interesting because the dental
work over there is considered torture,” Dr. Stratton said.
“No one ever wants to go to the dentist, and nobody
wanted to come here. They were all sure it was going
to hurt.”
Attitudes changed, however, as the more daring (or
desperate) of the Russians gave treatment a try and
reported back to the others.
“They started trickling in as they were all getting
ready to leave in the last month,” Dr. Stratton said.
“We were probably seeing one a day once they found
“We believe one of the responsibilities of a
professional is to give back to your community
as much as you can”
— Dr. Ronald Deenik ’73
his would also be necessary).
Dr. Deenik and Dr. Stratton immediately realized that
all of the Russians could probably benefit from an
examination and cleaning, and offered to see them for
free, too. Once into the initiative, they learned there
were also other international students in a similar
situation, and subsequently expanded the operation to
the entire group of international students attending
Hope on scholarships.
“We are very grateful for the service that they’re
providing to these students,” said Dr. Neal Sobania ’68,
director of international education. “It’s a service to the
community that we had never even thought of. On
out it wasn’t as bad as they thought and it really was
pain free.”
In some instances, it took time for the students to
realize that their first visit’s painlessness wasn’t a fluke
or the result of individual idiosyncracy.
“One of the women came in,” Dr. Stratton said.
“She had started with Ron, who had promised her
anesthetic and gas, and she came back at a time when
1 was here.”
“She was extremely upset because she wanted the
dentist who was going to give her that,” she said.
"The hygienist reassured her that everybody here would
do that.”
“The reduction in tension from the first time to the
last time is great,” Dr. Deenik said. “Some of these
people are having such a good time they don’t want to
leave, compared to the first time when they were
wondering what we’re about.”
In addition to appreciating the lack of pain involved,
the students understand the value of what they are
receiving.
“It was wonderful. It was 2 1st century,” said Andrei
Rukavishnikov, one of 1991-92’s 19 Russian students,
who confirmed the relatively primitive state of Russian
dental care. “I think that was maybe the best idea. It
was such a nice gift for us.”
Mei Zhang, a 1992 graduate from the People’s
Republic of China who was examined at the same time
as Matenge, felt the same way. “I really appreciate it,”
she said. “This is a great opportunity for me.”
Dr. Sobania noted that the students’ encounter with
Dr. Deenik’s and Dr. Stratton’s gift is in its own way as
valuable as the care they’re receiving.
“The students realize that this is a volunteer-provided
program for them,” he said. “And I think one of the
very exciting aspects of America that international
students can take hold of is the sense of volunteerism as
a concept that we have within communities in this
country.”
. “So just as we get excited about the fact that our
international students are going to work on campus
with American students and with various parts of
our maintenance and other college staff, which pro-
vides them with some insights into American work
patterns and hopefully the American work ethic, I
think this is opening another window on America,” Dr.
Sobania said.
Dr. Deenik, Dr. Stratton and their staff feel they are
benefitting as well. They know they’ve made a
difference in others' lives, and are learning,
too — having had opened to them a new perspective on
both life, and dental care, in other nations.
As a result, they’re looking forward to the
experiences the coming year will bring.
“It’s been a very rich experience for us here,” Dr.
Deenik said. “That’s why we want to continue it.’’^
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Trustees appointed
r 1 1here have been two new appoint-
X ments and eight reappointments to
the Hope College Board of Trustees.
Newly chosen to serve four-year terms
on the board were: the Rev. John
Jong-Pyo Lee of Willow Grove, Pa., and
Julia DeWitt Morrison of Dayton, Ohio.
Reappointed to four-year terms on the
board were: Jon Hanson of Far Hills,
N.J.; Dr. Richard Kruizenga ’52 of
Irving, Texas; Philip Miller ’65 of
Holland, Mich.; Kathleen VerMeulen ’53
Rudy of Cos Cob, Conn.; the Rev. Peter
Semeyn ’73 of Palos Heights, HI.;
Theresa Staal ’49 of Grandville, Mich.;
and Dr. George Zuidema ’49 of Ann
Arbor, Mich. Reappointed to a two-year
term on the board was Dr. Jane Dickie,
professor of psychology and director of
women’s studies at Hope.
In addition, three members retired from
the board: Marian Hughes of
Loudonville, N.Y.; the Rev. James
Neevel ’56 of Wappingers Falls, N.Y.;
and Arvella Schuller of Orange, Calif.
Rev. Lee was the founding pastor, and
is currently pastor, of the Willow Grove
Korean Reformed Church, which was
officially organized in June of 1991.
He was also the founding pastor of the
Korean Philippo Reformed Church in
Queens, N.Y., a ministry he began in
1978. He was the first Korean Reformed
pastor, and the Korean Philippo
Reformed Church was the first Korean
Rev. John Julia Morrison
Jong-Pyo Lee
Reformed church.
Rev. Lee and his wife, Youn, have two
grown-up children, James and Theodore.
Morrison taught school in Michigan,
Oregon and New York. Her volunteer
work has included serving on behalf of
literacy, Headstart and Meals-On-
Wheels. Presently she is a volunteer
with Hospice of Dayton and serves as
secretary of the Hospice Volunteer
Advisory Board.
She and her family are members of the
Presbyterian Church, in which she is a
deacon. She was involved with the
college’s Hope in the Future strategic
planning process during 1989-90, and is
currently involved with the Hope in the
Future campaign as a “Hope Anchor.”
Morrison and her husband, Jobe, have
three children: Catherine Jo Morrison
’89 Lane, Susan M. Donahue and Nancy
M. Tebeau.
Don’t Leave. . .
(Continued from page one.)
for cleaning, but the ire of parents who
think it’s done too frequently — or of
peers who think it’s not done frequently
enough — might preclude that course of
action.
Although there are some energy-
demanding items that college authorities
prohibit for safety reasons, most are fair
game — and nearly all are recommended
by someone. Stereos, televisions, VCRs,
answering machines, personal computers,
hot pots, coffee makers, portable
refrigerators, portable fans, clock radios,
blow dryers and small clamp-on lights
that can be attached to headboards all
make the list. And although the college
provides a wall phone, bring your own if
you want to make a more personal
statement through telephone decor.
The uses to which most items can be
put are probably obvious, but hot pots
deserve particular attention. These
ubiquitous little contraptions are the Bo
Jackson of dormitory appliances. Among
other things, they have an aptitude for
making coffee, tea, hot chocolate, soup,
and macaroni and cheese (don’t forget
those items, either).
Clothing is largely a matter of taste.
Too little means doing laundry more
often (see above) or suffering the slings
and arrows of outrageous weather, but
too much results in storage problems. An
umbrella is helpful, as is a small
backpack for carrying books.
And in any case, purses are passe.
“Girls don’t carry purses around here.
You can tell a freshman by whether or not
she has a purse,” said Tonya Blackmore
of Grand Rapids, Mich. “You either put
(your things) in your backpack pocket or
you put it in your pockets.”
Sundry other items include a camera
and film for recording college memories,
a frisbee and a deck of cards for games of
euchre. Also a multiple-outlet plug for
all the electronic goodies, and an
extension cord or two (but please be
careful not to overload any such items).
All this gear needs to go someplace.
Building a loft is one way of gaining
room (so bring money to buy one or else
determine in advance how to build one of
the correct size). Lofts liberate floor
space, and can also serve helpfully as
racks for a variety of items.
Plastic crates (like old milk crates) are
another wise investment. Turned on their
sides and stacked they make a handy
modular bookcase. They can also be
drafted for use as packing boxes when
arriving in August — or leaving in May.
All the aforementioned items can help
bring to an austere dormitory room the
comforts of home and ease the challenges
of life on one’s own. Ryan McFall of
Imlay City, Mich., however,
recommended taking along one other
“item” when moving to campus.
“Bring your parents to Orientation so
they can buy your books,” he said. ^
1992 fall sports schedules
FOOTBALL
Head Coach: Ray Smith
Saturday, Sept. 12 ..................................... tDEPAUW, 1:30 p.m
Saturday, Sept. 19 .............................. at 111. Wesleyan, 1:30 p.m
Saturday, Sept. 26 ...................................... WABASH, 1:30 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 3 ..................................... at Trinity, 111., 1:30 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 10 .......................................... *at Alma, 1:30 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 17 ........................................ tt*ALBION, 2 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 24 ................................. ttt*ADRIAN, 1:30 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 31 ..................................... *at Kalamazoo, 1 p.m
Saturday, Nov. 7 ...................................... tttt*OLIVET, 1 p.m
*M1AA Game
tCommunity Day ffTYouth Day
ttHomecoming ttttParenf s Day
Home games played at Holland Municipal Stadium
MEN’S GOLF
Head Coach: Bob Ebels
Thursday, Sept. 17 ..................................... *at Albion, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 23 ......... . .............................. *at Olivet, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 26 ............................................ *at Alma,. 1 1 a.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 29 ................................................ *HOPE, 1 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 5 ................................................ *at Calvin, 1 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 8 .......................................................... *at Adrian
Monday, Oct. 12 .................................................. *at Kalamazoo
*M1AA Tournament
Home tournament played at Winding Creek Golf Course
WOMEN’S GOLF
Head Coach: Jane Holman
Tuesday, Sept. 8 ............................................ *at Adrian, 1 1 a.m.
Thursday, Sept. 17 .......................................... *at Albion, 2 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 22 ................................................ *HOPE, 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 23 ..................... UNIV. OF DAYTON, 9 a.m.
Monday, Sept. 28 ............................................ *at Calvin, 2 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 5 ........................................ *at Kalamazoo, 2 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 13 ............................................... *at Alma, 1 p.m.
*MIAA Tournament
Home tournaments played at Winding Creek Golf Course
MEN’S SOCCER
Head Coach: Steve Smith
Friday, Sept. 4 ................. Bethel, Ind. at G.R. Baptist, 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 5 ...................................... at G.R. Baptist, 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 9 ........................................ AQUINAS, 4 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Sept. 1 1-12 .............. at DePauw/Earlham Tournament
Wednesday, Sept. 16 ....................................... *at Calvin, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 19 ......................................... *ALMA. 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 22 ............................................ *OLIVET, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 26 ...................................... *at Adrian, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 30 ...................................... at Aquinas, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 3 ............................... * KALAMAZOO, 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 6 ............................................... *at Albion, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 10 ....................................... *CALVIN, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 14 .......................................... *at Alma, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 17 ........................................ *at Olivet, 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 20 ............................................. * ADRIAN, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 24 ............................. MANCHESTER, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 28 ................................. *at Kalamazoo, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 31 ....................................... * ALBION, 1:30 p.m.
*MIAA Game
Home games played at Buys Athletic Fields, 11th St. & Fairbanks
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Head Coach: Allan Allsup
Tuesday, Sept. 8 ................................. WHEATON, ILL., 4 p.m
Fri.-Sat., Sept. 1 1-12 ....... at DePauw/Earlham Toum.,4 p.m., 2 p.m
Wednesday, Sept. 16 ....................................... *CALVIN, 4 p.m
Saturday, Sept. 19 ............................ ST. MARY’S, IND., 4 p.m
Tuesday, Sept. 22 ............................................. *at Olivet, 4 p.m
Saturday, Sept. 26 ........................................... ^ADRIAN, 1 p.m
Tuesday, Sept. 29 .............................................. *at Alma, 4 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 3 ....................................... *at Kalamazoo, 1 p.m
Tuesday, Oct. 6 ............................................... * ALBION, 4 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 10 ............................................. *at Calvin, 1 p.m
Wednesday, Oct. 14 ........................................... *ALMA, 4 p.m
Friday, Oct. 16 ................................................. *OLlVET,4p.m
Tuesday, Oct. 20 ............................................. *at Adrian, 4 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 24 .......................................... at Rockford, 1 p.m
Wednesday, Oct. 28 ............................. * KALAMAZOO, 3 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 31 ............................................ *at Albion, 1 p.m
*MIAA Game
Home games played at Buys Athletic Fields, llthSt. & Fairbanks Ave.
SIX
VOLLEYBALL
Head Coach: Karla Hoesch ’73 Wolters
Saturday, Sept. 5 ................ at Calvin Christian Tourney, 10 a.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 9 ......................................... *CALVIN, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 9 ............................. SPRING ARBOR, 9 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 1 1 .......................................... * ALBION, 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 15 .......................................... *at Alma, 6:30 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Sept. 18-19 ......... GLCA at Kalamazoo, 3 p.m., 9 a.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 22 ....................................... * ADRIAN, 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 24 .................................. at St. Mary’s, 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 26 ............................................. *at Olivet, 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 29 ........................................... *ALMA, 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 1 .................................. *at Kalamazoo, 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 6 ........................................... *at Calvin, 6:30 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 9-10 ............. at RIT Tournament, 5 p.m., 1 1 a.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 14 .................................... *OLIVET, 6:30 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 16 ................................................. *at Adrian, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 21 ................................. *AQUINAS, 6:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 23 ................................. * KALAMAZOO, 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 27 ......................................... *at Albion, 6:30 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 30-3 1 ................................ Midwest Inv. at Calvin
*MIAA Match
Home matches played at Dow Center, 1 3th St. & Columbia Ave.
CROSS COUNTRY
Head Coach: Mark Northuis ’82
Tuesday, Sept. 8 ....................... HOPE INVITATIONAL, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 19 ................................................ GLCA, 11 a.m.
Saturday, Sept. 26 ................................... MIAA at Calvin, 1 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 2 ......................... at Notre Dame Invitational, 3 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 2 ...................... at SW Michigan Invitational, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 10 .............. at Univ. of Wisconsin - Oshkosh Inv.
Friday, Oct. 16 ..................... at Grand Valley Invitational, 4 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 29 ................................... MIAA at Albion, 4 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 7 ..................................... MIAA at Alma, 1 1 a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 14 ............................. NCAA Regionals at Albion
Saturday, Nov. 21 ................................................... NCAA Nationals
at Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
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Reflections of a national professor
by Harvey D. Blankespoor
Dr. Harvey Blankespoor meets President Bush, during what was the first of two visits to the White House as 1991' s
national “Professor of the Year.” Understandably, both stand out as highlights of the year.
(Editor's Note: Dr. Blankespoor, who is the F rederich
Garret and Helen Floor Dekker Professor of Biology,
was named the 1991 national “Professor of the Year” by
the Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE) on Sept. 10. Known already for keeping himself
very active, Dr. Blankespoor became even busier in the
months that followed, as even more honors and events
resulted from the initial announcement, news from Hope
College asked him to share his thoughts on his
experiences as his year of recognition draws to a close.)
X t all began with a phone call from Provost Jacob
A Nyenhuis, who informed me that I had been
selected as the CASE 1991 U.S. “Professor of the Year.”
My first reaction was mixed — surprise, ecstasy and
apprehension.
As I reflect on the year, many events stick in my
mind — the lecture at the Smithsonian Institution; two
visits to the White House; lectures on the campuses of
colleges and universities; being interviewed on national
television; meeting and visiting with friends and alumni
of Hope College; and, finally, serving on a panel to select
the 1992 award’s recipient.
Not having expected to win, I’m not sure what I
thought at the time that the subsequent months would
bring. But, as 1 look at them in retrospect I am struck by
the great opportunities and experiences they provided, the
relationships they helped build; and how affirming they
were to me as both an educator in general and a member
of the Hope faculty in particular.
After being notified of the award, my immediate task
was to provide a suitable topic as an October participant
in the Smithsonian Institution’s regular seminar series,
when I would also be formally recognized. After much
deliberation we agreed on “Snails, Streams, Swamps and
Scourges.” The lecture focused on teaching through
research and included my work on tropical diseases in
Africa and South America, and on swimmer’s itch in
Michigan.
The whole evening was memorable, but I was
especially pleased that many relatives and friends were
present. It was indicative of the support that they
(especially my wife Marlene) have always provided.
Incidentally, I recall that I frequently felt the inside of my
suit pocket to see if the $10,000 check I was presented
was still there (I plan to put it to good use, fostering
education in some way). The night culminated with a
formal dinner at a nearby restaurant.
The week’s activities in Washington. D.C., ended with
a visit to the White House to meet President George
Bush. The public relations personnel at CASE had
mentioned initially the possibility of my seeing the
President, but hastened to tell me that only two of 10
previous CASE winners had been invited. The day prior
to the seminar, though, I was told that I should plan to
meet with him.
First, my family and I were given a special tour of the
White House. Following the tour, I, Hope's President
Jacobson, and CASE'S President Buchanan were escorted
to the Oval Office by a White House staff member. She
indicated that the President was very busy and that we
would have 15 minutes maximum to speak with him.
When we entered the Oval Office, we found President
Bush to be calm and easy to meet. First, we talked about
the activities that were planned at the White House that
day — the confirmation of Judge Thomas — and then we
chatted briefly about education.
It seemed that we had just begun a serious conversation
when he said that he was late for his next appointment.
Before leaving the room, though, we exchanged gifts. I
gave him a Hope sweatshirt and a crystal apple in
recognition of his role as the education president. In
return, he gave us a tie lapel that had his signature on the
back.
At that time, I assumed I would always view that
October appointment with President Bush as the highlight
of the year. I did not realize that I would be spending
additional time at the White House in November.
Marlene and I were invited to return and attend a State
Department dinner in honor of Carlos Menem, president
of Argentina. The occasion called for formal dress,
including a black tuxedo and tie for me and a long gown
for Marlene.
Although the atmosphere was very formal and festive,
the people were friendly. As we talked to others, it was
apparent that no one really knew why he or she was
invited. We were told that the President has from seven
to nine State Department dinners each year.
It was quite an honor to meet President Bush and his
wife Barbara, Vice President Dan Quayle and his wife
Marilyn, President Menem, Barbara Eden, Joel Grey and
many other dignitaries from this country and from South
America. After being served an elegant meal, we left the
White House feeling that we each had just been part of a
fairy tale.
Another highlight of the year was the contact I had with
people representing many institutions. The public
relations people from CASE were extremely cordial as I
worked my way through the months of October and
November. Not only were they helpful and friendly, but I
felt that they were genuinely excited that I had been
named "Professor of the Year."
Furthermore. I had many opportunities to meet and visit
with alumni as well as friends of Hope College.
Throughout the academic year, I gave seminars, talks and
lectures to elementary and high schools, colleges and
universities. Rotary clubs, churches and groups
representing many other organizations. It reminded me
that so many individuals have an impeccable loyalty to
our institution.
I also received cards and letters from more than 300
individuals. I heard from current and former students,
former teachers, and colleagues and friends.
One came from a Hope alumnus who was my college
teacher more than 30 years ago. He sent a letter to
inquire if I was the same person he knew who had taken
his course and to tell me that he is now a college president
in the Midwest.
A former student mentioned that I had given her some
words of encouragement that were pivotal in making a
career choice. Another letter came from someone who
was my Sunday school teacher when I was very young.
Winning the award was both a happy and a humbling
experience. It was joyful because it culminated nearly
25 years of teaching. It is the kind of recognition that
one never expects to receive because it usually happens
to somebody else. It was humbling because there are
professors from many universities and colleges
(including Hope) who are equally deserving of such
recognition.
In addition, there are so many people who have
supported me — faculty, administrators and staff alike. 1
am indebted to colleagues in my department, to those in
my division and to many others from campus who have
helped make me a better teacher. Others such as
secretaries and personnel from the janitorial staff, the
maintenance department, computing and information
technology, transportation and others have given
generously of their time and resources.
Last week, 1 was asked to assist five other panelists in
selecting the 1992 CASE "Professor of the Year.” I was
overwhelmed by the number of highly qualified people
who we evaluated and I wondered how I ever became the
one remaining professor for the 1991 award.
I concluded that Hope College is a unique institution,
and that we have an atmosphere that fosters excellence
among the students, faculty and staff alike. 1 am thankful
to God for giving me the opportunity to represent Hope
College during my tenure as the 1991 CASE “Professor
of the Year.” ^
“I had many opportunities to meet and visit with alumni
as well as friends of Hope College...
It reminded me that so many individuals have an
impeccable loyalty to our institution.”
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New alumni director appointed
The college's new alumni director, Lynne Powe '86, returns to Hope an enthusiastic
alumna (please see her "alumni alert" column on page 13). She was previously
employed at Olivet College, where she was responsible for implementing all public
relations activities.
Lynne Powe '86 has been appointed the
college’s new alumni director.
Previously director of news and infor-
mation services at Olivet College, she
assumed her new duties earlier this month.
“Lynne has been an active and loyal
alumna, and has had a variety of work
experiences that have sharpened her
skills as a writer and as an administrator,”
said Hope College President Dr. John
H. Jacobson. “I’m impressed by her
enthusiasm and her loyalty to Hope
College, as well as her great interest in
doing this job and doing it well.”
Lynne succeeds Janet Mielke ’84
Pinkham, who has taken a position as
tutoring coordinator in the college’s
Academic Support Center and is returning
to graduate school.
As alumni director, her responsibilities
include organizing alumni activities for
both Homecoming and Alumni Weekend,
as well as events such as Community Day,
Winter Happening and the Hope College
Golf Outing. Other duties include
coordinating regional alumni events
throughout the nation and working with
the many volunteers who make the
programs possible.
Lynne had been at Olivet since
February of 1990, and was responsible for .
implementing all of the college’s public
relations activities. Specific duties
included supervising staff members,
producing Olivet’s quarterly alumni
newspaper and other publications, media
relations and assisting with a variety of
alumni events.
From February of 1989 through January
of 1990 she had been membership
publications editor for The American
Society of Agricultural Engineers in St.
Joseph, Mich. She was previously a staff
writer/photographer for The South Haven
(Mich.) Daily Tribune.
Lynne has also been an active
participant in Hope alumni activities, and
has written for news from Hope College.
A St. Joseph, Mich., native, she
graduated from Hope with majors in
communication and business
administration, and has since been
pursuing a master’s degree in
communication at Western Michigan
University in Kalamazoo, Mich. Her
activities as a Hope student included the
business club, the communication society,
and intramural basketball and volleyball,
as well as serving as a Holland/West
Ottawa Young Life Leader and Kollen
Hall Dormitory Council Representative.
Lynne also brings additional family
experience with both Hope and alumni
relations to her position. Both of her
sisters are Hope alumni: Anne Powe ’80
Bennett of Carol Stream, 111., and Barbara
Powe ’83 Mortonson of Oconomowoc,
Wis. In addition, Barbara has been direc-
tor of alumni relations at the Milwaukee
School of Engineering since 1989.
Haack economics chair is filled
Dr. John E. Lunn, a member of the faculty
at Louisiana State University, has been
appointed to the new Robert W. Haack
Chair in Economics.
He is the first person to hold the chair,
which was established in 1991 by the late
Robert W. Haack ’38 of Potomac, Md.
Haack, who died at age 75 on Sunday, June
14, was a former president of the New York
Stock Exchange and past chairman and chief
executive officer of Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation.
Dr. Lunn will begin teaching at Hope this
fall.
“He’ll certainly bring a strong success in
and commitment to scholarly research,” said
Dr. James Heisler, professor of economics
and chairperson of the department. “He has
publications in the foremost of economic
journals and maintains a very active
research agenda.”
Dr. Heisler noted that Dr. Lunn will bring
to the department and its students insights
honed through his scholarly research, his
practically-oriented research related to
government grants he has received and his
investigations into Christian dimensions of
Dr. John Lunn
economics.
“A major goal of the department is to
provide, in the spirit of the liberal arts, an
education in economics and business which
spans from the very practical to the
scholarly/theoretical, so that our students
have a broad perspective instead of a very
narrow perspective on either end,” he said.
“Dr. Lunn will help facilitate that."
Dr. Heisler stressed the endowed chair’s
role in not only adding another member to
the economics faculty but of making it
possible to add a senior professor with an
impressive set of accomplishments. “The
endowed chair enabled us to be competitive
in the market for people of John Lunn’s
experience and qualifications,” Dr. Heisler
said.
Dr. Lunn will teach the introductory
“Principles of Economics” course, which
enrolls both students majoring in economics
and those satisfying liberal arts “core"
requirements, and the “Senior Economics
Research Seminar,” which is required of all
economics majors.
He joined the faculty at Louisiana State
University in 1983 as an assistant professor
and was promoted to associate professor in
1986. He was an assistant professor at
Miami University from 1980 to 1983, had
been a visiting assistant professor at the
University of British Columbia during
1979-80, and was a lecturer at California
State University-Fullerton during 1978-79.
Hope joins
NASA
program
Hope has been chosen to participate in
the NASA/ University Joint Venture
(JOVE) Initiative, designed to broaden
the participation of university scientists in
the NASA space science programs and to
foster student interest in the study of
space.
Hope was one of 24 colleges or
universities from throughout the nation
invited to join JOVE in 1992. Faculty
members Dr. Peter L. Gonthier and Dr.
Michael J. Jipping will be involved. Dr.
Gonthier in astrophysics, and Dr. Jipping
in human/computer interaction.
The college’s participation in JOVE, a
three— year program, began this summer,
with Dr. Gonthier and Dr. Jipping
spending 10 weeks at one of 16 NASA
research facilities. They will continue
working with JOVE after returning to
campus, where they will involve students
in the investigations — both on a part-time
basis during the academic year, and on a
full-time basis during the summer.
In addition, NASA’s extensive data
base is available to the college for not
only the research but other uses as well.
JOVE also contains a community
outreach element, which means that
public lectures or related interaction with
local schools and students may be able to
follow.
“This is more than just a grant, because
it’s a whole program that’s involved —
commitment to be trained in an area or
develop in an area and to carry that out at
the institution; involving students; and
then having some sort of outreach aspect
to it,” Dr. Gonthier said. “I think it will
not only benefit us, it will benefit the
school as a whole to have a relationship
with NASA.”
Dr. Jipping added that association with
NASA may continue in other ways
following the completion of the JOVE
project.
Dr. Gonthier, an associate professor of
physics and chairperson of the
department, is modeling gamma-ray
emission from neutron stars in
collaboration with Dr. Alice Harding at
the Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Md.
Dr. Jipping, an assistant professor of
computer science, is applying parallel and
artificial intelligence techniques to
human/computer interaction, and will
study concurrent program design and
human interface design. He is working
with Wayne H. Bryant and Paul J. Hayes
at the Langley Research Center in
Hampton, Va.
Both professors anticipate that the
research will lead to either new courses or
new directions for existing courses. Dr.
Gonthier plans to apply the work to the
college’s recently-created course in
cosmology, and feels a course in
astrophysics might result as well. Dr.
Jipping sees potential for the college’s
computer science courses in parallel
processing project development.
“Sometimes you make up problems to
do,” he said. “This is a very concrete,
rich kind of project to dig into. I think
it’s going to help both of those courses.”
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Hope in the Future
Campaign reaches two-thirds of $50 million goal
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Hope in the Future:
GOALS PROGRESS
Enhancing the Academic Program
Chairs for Senior Faculty
Faculty Development Chairs
Distinguished Professorships
Academic Equipment
Student-Faculty Research
Faculty Development Funds
Library Endowment
$22,750,000 $8,400,000
Strengthening Christian Life and Witness
Chair for the Dean of the Chapel
The Chaplain’s Office
The Institute for Christian Scholarship
$3,250,000 $400,000
Strengthening Student Financial Aid
Endowed Scholarship Funds, Needs-based and Merit-based
RCA Endowed Scholarship Funds
$16,000,000 $5,000,000
Improving Campus Facilities
Language Arts Facility
Athletic/Intramural Facilities
Dimnent Chapel Renovations
DeWitt Theatre Renovations
Pearle Science Center Renovations
$8,000,000 $2,300,000
Undesignated $5,700,000
(Contributions awaiting designation to specific projects by donors.)
Planned $11,200,000
(Deferred gifts and bequests promised. Not designated until received.)
TOTAL $50,000,000 $33,000,000
At two-thirds of its $50 million goal,
xjL Hope in the Future is already
supporting the college’s programs, students
and faculty.
“Where cash has been received, it has
been put to work — earning interest for
scholarships, supporting a faculty member
or building a laboratory,” said John
Nordstrom, director of development and
director of Hope in the Future. “It is
happening.”
Cash gifts and pledges for the campaign
thus far total $33 million. The progress
makes Hope in the Future the largest single
fund-raising effort in the college’s history,
surpassing the $31.7 million raised for the
Campaign for Hope, which concluded in
1987.
Launched in January, the campaign has
four primary components: enhancing the
academic program, improving student
financial aid, strengthening Christian life
and witness, and selectively improving the
college’s physical facilities.
The campaign’s elements originated with
the 1989-90 Hope in the Future strategic
planning process, which was initiated by
Hope College President Dr. John H.
Jacobson. Those participating in the
process — including alumni, parents, faculty,
students, staff and friends of the
college — affirmed and expanded upon a
statement crafted by Dr. Jacobson:
“Hope intends to be a recognized leader
among America’s finest liberal arts
colleges. Hope also intends to be a
recognized leader among the nation’s
Christian institutions of higher learning.”
To achieve the college’s goals, Hope in
the Future emphasizes adding endowment
to provide on-going support for the needs
addressed by the campaign.
Four endowed chairs for faculty have
already been added: the “Robert W. Haack
Chair of Economics;” the “Elmer E.
Hartgerink Endowed Professorship in
Chemistry;” a chair in biology created
through a bequest from the late Dr. T. Elliot
Weier ’26 of Davis, Calif.; and an as-yet
undesignated chair donated by Leonard and
Marjorie Maas of Grandville, Mich. The
college had nine chairs prior to the
campaign.
“That’s a 40-plus percent increase in
endowed chairs, which for a small, liberal
arts college is a significant number of
chairs," Nordstrom said. Endowed chairs
honor some of the college’s best professors
and support their research, ultimately
benefitting the students they teach.
The first of the four chairs established,
donated by the late Robert W. Haack '38,
has been filled, and appointee Dr. John
Lunn arrived at Hope earlier this summer.
(Please see the story on page eight for
more on the college's new Haack Professor.
More about the death of Robert Haack is on
page 16.)
Hope has also increased the quantity of its
endowed scholarships by 25 percent, adding
48 through Hope in the Future. Some of the
new scholarships target specific groups,
such as non-traditional students,
multi-cultural students and nursing
students. Some are merit-based only, and
most are designated for worthy students
with need.
Several of the scholarships will support
students during the 1 992-93 academic year.
In other areas of the campaign, faculty
development money is already being used;
new laboratory equipment has already been
acquired; the college's athletic and track
facilities have been renovated and
expanded — including through the addition
of the Lugers Fieldhouse; and a new
laboratory is being added in the Peale
Science Center.
Two elements currently receiving
particular attention are the endowments
for the Van Wylen Library and scientific
equipment. Each has received support —
the library from the National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH) and the
equipment fund from The Kresge
Foundation of Troy, Mich. — contingent
upon the college raising additional funds.
“Those are two pressing things because
there’s challenge money associated with
that,” Nordstrom said.
The NEH requires an additional $2.4
million, of which $1.5 million has been
raised, while The Kresge Foundation
requires $1.4 million, of which $200,000
has been raised. Without the necessary
matches, the original grants ($600,000 from
the NEH and $395,000 from The Kresge
Foundation) will be forfeit.
Support for the campaign is coming from
a variety of sources. By constituency group,
contributions for Hope in the Future include:
alumni, $8.9 million; Board of Trustees,
$10.7 million; churches, $0.3 million;
corporate/business, $1.2 million; faculty and
staff, $700,000; foundations, $2.4 million;
parents/friends, $8.7 million; and Women's
League for Hope College, $100,000.
The support of the college’s Board of
Trustees and faculty and staff is particularly
telling, according to Nordstrom, since it
demonstrates a strong commitment from
those involved in the day-to-day life of the
college.
“One of the things that we always say to
people is that good fund-raising always
begins from the top down and from the
inside out,” Nordstrom said. “And certainly
our Board of Trustees and our faculty and
staff have taken an aggressive leadership
position in this campaign.”
The campaign is also benefitting from the
work of more than 400 volunteers across the
nation, men and women representing alumni
and parents. “One of the strengths of Hope
College is the commitment and willingness
of alums and parents not only to support the
college in generous ways with their
resources, but also to give the college their
valuable time,” Nordstrom said.
He is also particularly pleased with the
donors’ and volunteers' endorsement of the
campaign’s goals and its endowment focus.
“One of the things that really has made
a great impression on me has been the
college constituency’s understanding of the
importance of endowment,” Nordstrom
said. “It appears, from my perspective at
least, that people really know that if Hope
College is going to come close to this vision
that John Jacobson has for it. increasing the
endowment — increasing the resources of the
college — is a major step in the right
direction.” ^
“One of the things that really has made a great
impression on me has been the college
constituency's understanding of the importance
of endowment."
— John Nordstrom
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. . . . But How You Played the Game!
by Eva Dean Folkert ’83
¥" n the dignified, well-posed pictures
Xof spry young Hope athletes of the early 20th
century, Gordon Brewer ’48 sees it.
Where others may only see their fresh
expressions and period costumes of the day, Gord
Brewer, professor emeritus of physical education,
sees more. He sees more than the picture can show
him; more than two dimensions; more than the
blatantly obvious of fine youth waiting for the flash
to blind them. Brewer sees much deeper than that.
In the faces of those young men and women
from the early 1900s, now long laid to rest, Brewer
sees the grand old history of the games they played
and how they played them — the practices, the
victories, the defeats, the long trips home.
So, that’s what Brewer sees. Lucky thing too.
For if Brewer were content to see the flat image of
a picture alone, then that’s the way Hope's athletic
history would have remained — on a picture, in a
drawer, tucked out of sight, no story to tell. But if
a picture is worth a thousand words. Brewer must
have thought, then surely all that verbiage can be
used up with superlatives that describe more than
whether they won or lost, but how they played the
game.
.. .But How You Played the Game! A History of
Intercollegiate Athletics at Hope College is
Brewer’s vision and investigation of those young
men and women playing their games. What he
began in 1985 — on his first sabbatical leave from
the college after 30 years of teaching — he
completed last December, following a
six-and-a-half year refining and fact-finding
mission. He borrowed from writer Grantland
Rice’s credo for his title (When the One Great
Scorer comes to mark against your name. He
writes — not that you won or lost — but how you
played the game) and added an exclamation point
for emphasis.
A high school history teacher before becoming a
Hope professor in 1956 (he retired in 1988),
Brewer was a natural for the task. The stack of
books next to his living room easy chair also
reinforces that. A novel on wartime Air Force
exploits and an autobiography by basketball great
Larry Bird reveal his love for a blend of sport and
history.
“I don’t envision myself as a writer really. I’m a
historian more than a writer,” Brewer humbly
confides. But that’s not entirely true either. His
prose blends humor, sensitivity and insight, giving
the reader more than a box score or agate line.
“Surely sports transcends statistics,” Brewer wrote
in the book’s preface. And so the book is more
narrative than numbers.
And if Brewer is what he says — more historian
than writer — than how could someone who wrote a
207-page book have penned these lines: “The rank
and file of Hope athletes have made the most of
sport without making it more than it is — which
certainly is not as simple as it sounds;” “Anything
less than all-out effort robs both victor and
vanquished of the dignity of sport;” and “Our
mandate is to lead young athletes beyond the
plaudits of any golden moment to pleasure and
enrichment that will prevail when the crown of
Saturday’s Hero is passed to another.”
When he began the book, like many a writer
before him, Brewer did not fully know what he was
getting himself into. “At first I thought, ’Hey this
is fun.’ Only later did I realize the magnitude of
it,” he says. Inaccuracies by busy students writing
for the anchor caused Brewer to check, then
double-check his findings. Interviews with at least
15 older, early-1900 Hope athletes put him on the
road. Innumerable micro-film rolls with their tiny
print began to take a toll on his eyes.
Miner Stegenga '15, possibly one of the top
athletes at Hope in the pre-World War I era. An
award in his name is presented annually to a
student-athlete in the junior or senior class who
has shown leadership in campus Christian activity.
“I didn’t work at it all the time like a regular
writer would,” Brewer says. So by the fourth year
of his research, people would inquire about his
progress then apologetically add, “Or should I
ask?” “I remember one time John Schrier (a 1955
Hope grad and Board of Trustee member)
approached me and said, ‘Gord, am I going to live
long enough to see this book?’ Of course, I was
beginning to ask myself that same question.”
It was about then that Brewer decided that
the history of athletics at Hope would have to
be a two-volume opus. Brewer’s edition, this
first volume, takes the reader through the first 93
years of the college, from 1862 through 1955.
Those were the years when sport was nothing
more than an afternoon’s simple diversion.
Those pure, pristine years of sport in America —
as Brewer presents them — are heartening for
readers today, now that those “simple” games have
been taken over by agents, ad agencies and
arbitrators.
“The fleeting nature of sports has always
bothered me,” says Brewer, “so I thought by
writing this book I could bring a few of those
moments back and let the athletes of yesteryear
take one last bow. What those young men and
women did and experienced were all packed into
just a few seasons, just four years and then it was
over. Many never got the chance to have those
experiences again. And then those people walked
amongst us, incognito, without our even knowing
what they had accomplished.
“I didn’t want to lose track of those great
efforts — even if the results weren’t always
spectacular. I wanted to examine the gamut of
emotions that are part and parcel of the whole
athletic experience. And whatever else this book
would become, at least it would be a valuable,
chronological, historical record of intercollegiate
sports at Hope.”
To wit: it is indeed that, and more. Along with
the athletic results from the Hope campus, Brewer
also incorporates news from the collegiate nation at
large — the invention of basketball, attitudes toward
football, the love of baseball, the effects of the
Great Depression, World War I and World War II,
and the introduction of women into sport’s arena.
And so, without giving too much away, here are
just a few of Hope’s historical athletic episodes
that Brewer unveils in ....But How You Played the
Game!
• While it’s general knowledge that the first
building on Hope’s campus was Van Vleck Hall,
the second was a small frame
building — constructed mostly by Hope students
and Principal Philip Phelps, who also cut the trees
arid floated them down river to a mill — which was
erected to house a gymnasium in 1862. “The
grandeur of (the building’s dedication) program far
exceeded that of the building being dedicated,”
Brewer wrote.
• The impetus for choosing Hope’s colors came
in a letter from Harmon Van Slyke Peeke, an 1887
Hope graduate. From his mission field in
Nagasaki, Japan, Van Slyke Peeke lamented that
Harvard and Yale grads had hues to identify them,
but Hope had none. In his June, 1888, letter to the
anchor, he proposed that orange and some other
contrasting color become Hope’s chromatic
Gord Brewer '48, profess
covered by his book ..... fit
College. He sought to cat
with a narrative that weoi
The 1904-05 women's basketball team. A women's intramural team formed at Hope as early as 1900.
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Brewer’s second chapter.
20th Century.” It seems t
Academy and Hope Colle
baseball for the college fc
plenty of playing time lor
ruin his fun with eligibilii
it wasn’t until 1905 that a
entirely of Hope students
downtown Holland who f
you want to join us?” wa;
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• From the turn of the c
was like any other school
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acquired the equipment and set the schedule. “And
in those days, it was catch as catch can when a
manager made a schedule,” says Brewer.
• Speaking of schedules, in the early days Hope
played several of today’s big-name colleges in
basketball and baseball. Michigan Agricultural
College (now Michigan State University), DePaul
University, Notre Dame, and the University of
Michigan were all regular opponents. But then
again, so were the Zeeland Cigarmakers, the Grand
Rapids Boat and Canoe Club, the South Haven
Rifles, the Oostburg (Wis.) Quicksteps, and
Jackson State Prison inmates. “Needless to say,
the inmates always had the home court advantage,”
laughs Brewer.
• A competition of unusual proportions took
place from 1908 to the mid-1920s between Hope
and the Grand Rapids Y.M.C.A. The “Hope to
Grand Rapids Relay” pitted the two 10-man teams
in a 30-mile race, with each athlete running three
miles. The runners were driven out to their starting
point, where they would receive the batons. On
one occasion, it had rained so hard the night before
that the Model Ts couldn’t make through the
terrain to drop off the runners. On another, a
runner made a wrong turn and got lost. The race
was so popular that telegrams were sent to the
finish line during the event to update each team's
progress.
• More than 70 years before Title IX. women
were making a mark in Hope’s athletic record.
The Basquette Club, consisting of 18 women in
1900, received possession of the gym for two hours
each week to play basketball. While most of their
games were of an intramural nature, women did
play a few preliminary games before the men took
the court against off-campus opponents. Tennis
and archery were also prominent sports for women.
• In an interview with George Damson ’26,
Brewer found that some old memories die hard.
Damson vividly recalled packing his equipment bag
the night before a football game with Ferris State
University in 1925. Awaking late the next morning,
Damson sprinted down Eighth Street to catch the 6
a.m. train to Big Rapids. “When I investigated it
further, I found that George did quite well in that
game,” says Brewer. (Damson was responsible for
both touchdowns in Hope’s 12-0 win.) “So, I was
able to write that Hope was fortunate that George
did indeed make the train.”
• What would highlights of Hope’s athletic
history be without a story about a Hope-Calvin
basketball game — or two. For two years in a row,
Johnny Adams ’56 — also a football standout — was
holding the ball with seconds left in tight games
against the arch-rival Knights. In 1954, Adams’
final-seconds shot agonizingly rolled off the rim in
a 66-65 loss. The next season, there Adams was
again, seconds ticking down, when he heaved the
ball at Hope’s hoop. This time, Adams was
vindicated and the shot parted the net for a 91-89
Dutchmen win.
In 1956, one year after ....But How You Played
the Game! comes to its conclusion. Brewer
returned to Hope’s campus and became part of the
history he enjoyed researching so. For 31 years he
directed the men’s track and field team, gaining the
sentimental title of “Dean” of MI AA track coaches
and finishing in the top half of the MIAA standings
in all but three seasons with a 107-63 dual meet
record and six championships.
Perhaps, Brewer’s biggest contributions to Hope
came when he served as the college’s athletic
director from 1960 to 1980. Though men Brewer
knew personally when he was a student preceded
him in that role (men revered in Hope’s athletic
history — Jack Schouten, Alvin Vanderbush, Bud
Hinga), Brewer was the first to form a regular basis
of athletic governance at Hope.
Brewer’s integrity and dignified wisdom were
not only utilized by Hope College, though. After
the NCAA instituted Division III in 1973, he
became a member of the NCAA steering
committee that brought into sharper focus the
philosophy of Division IN athletics. And it’s that
philosophy of a balance between academic and
“I didn’t want to lose
track of those great
efforts — even if the
results weren ’t always
spectacular.
I wanted to examine
the gamut of
emotions that
are part and parcel
of the whole
athletic experience.”
— Gord Brewer ’48
athletic pursuits that can be found in every page of
....But How You Played the Game!
“During his career, Gord emulated the highest
ideals of Hope College,” says Bill Vanderbilt '61,
author of the book’s foreword and Brewer’s
colleague at Hope for 21 years. “His commitment
was deep and genuine. He was warm and inviting;
his door was always open to those students and
staff who sought his counsel. He was also fair. He
knew what tough love was before it became a
popular term.”
And so, ....But How You Played the Game! ends
before Brewer got started as a teacher, coach
andadministrator. He says 1955 was a logical
ending point with the retirement of Vanderbush
and the arrival of Russ DeVette as basketball
coach. While that may be so, one can’t help but
think that it also may have had something to do
with Brewer’s humility in not wanting to pen his
own name so often.
Still, Brewer’s ability to choose just the right
words, making any poignant moment sound
significant is his trademark in .. .But How You
Played the Game!, Part I. Now, for the sake of
Part II, would someone please put the pen back in
this man’s hand? iJt
(Note: For information on how to obtain a copy of
....But How You Played the Game!, please see the
advertisement on page 16.)
Black and white (sepia-toned) photographs
courtesy of the Hope College Collection, Joint
Archives of Holland.
Hope coaches, 1952. Pictured are Nick Yonker '50, Ken Weller '48. Larry Green and Al Vanderbush 29.
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Campus Notes
(Continued from page three)
ACCOUNTING BOOST: Hope
College students will gain experience
with leading accounting software,
courtesy of Advanced Business
Microsystems Inc. of Irvine, Calif., and
Arthur Andersen of Grand Rapids, Mich.
“Platinum Accounting Software is the
leading accounting software for small to
medium size businesses,” said Herbert
Martin, associate professor of business
administration. “This gives us a great
installation to teach the students real
world accounting software.”
The Platinum Accounting Software
system was donated by Advanced
Business Microsystems Inc., which is
also the system’s developer. Arthur
Andersen of Grand Rapids facilitated the
gift while responding to a survey
Professor Martin had sent to CPA firms
that had hired Hope alumni.
ARABIC GRANT : Jonathan
Schakel, a Hope College junior from
Holland, Mich., was awarded a summer
fellowship by the Program for Inter-
Institutional Collaboration in Area
Studies (PICAS) at the University of
Michigan.
The award has enabled Schakel to
spend eight weeks in July and August in
intensive study of beginning Arabic at
the University of Michigan.
Schakel is majoring in Asian and
Middle Eastern studies. He will be able
to use the Arabic he learns this fall, when
he will study in Israel through the
Jerusalem Program sponsored by the
GLCA and Earlham College.
SOCIOLOGY RESEARCHER:
Troy Suess, a Hope College senior from
Sisseton, S.D., was selected to
participate in the National Science
Foundation’s “Research Experiences for
Under-graduates” program at Western
Washington University (WWU) in
Bellingham, Wash.
The eight-week summer program,
which runs through Aug. 14, involves
working with faculty at WWU’s
Demographic Research Laboratory on
projects designed to develop
understanding of migration patterns
within the United States. Students are
analyzing 1990 Census data and vital
statistics from the city of Seattle, Wash.
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP:
Rychard Bouwens of Wayland, Mich.,
who will begin his junior year at Hope
this fall, has received one of only 300
Barry M. Goldwater Scholarships
awarded nationwide.
It is the second year in a row a Hope
student was chosen for one of the
awards. Ericka Lyszak, a senior from
Alpena, Mich., received one of the
scholarships last year.
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
and Excellence in Education Program
was created to alleviate a critical current
and future shortage of scientists and
mathematicians, and to foster excellence
in those fields. This year’s awards were
made on the basis of merit to students
who will be college juniors or seniors
during the 1992-93 academic year, and
who have outstanding potential and
intend to pursue careers in mathematics
and the natural sciences.
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Bouwens’ scholarship will cover
eligible expenses for tuition, fees, books,
room and board for two years. The
scholarships provide as much as $7,000
annually.
Majoring in chemistry, mathematics
and physics, Bouwens is currently
conducting research for the second
summer with Dr. William F. Polik,
assistant professor of chemistry at
Hope. He has been conducting re-
search with Dr. Polik during the
academic year as well, since the spring
of 1991.
FACULTY KUDO:
Robert Ritsema ’57, professor of
music and chairperson of the department,
in June led the Kalamazoo (Mich.) Junior
Symphony Orchestra (KJSO) on a 15-day
tour of Australia and New Zealand.
The group, which Dr. Ritsema directs,
placed first in the Open Orchestra
Division of the Australian National
Eisteddfod, a national competition for
bands and orchestras held on June 21 in
Canberra, the Australian capital. The
KJSO competed against amateur and
professional orchestras.
Critical Approaches to Teaching Swift,
edited by Dr. Peter J. Schakel, who is the
Peter C. and Emajean Cook Professor of
English at Hope, has been published by
AMS Press in New York.
The book is a collection of 20 essays
designed to help in teaching Jonathan
Swift, considered by Dr. Schakel to be the
most challenging of 18th century British
authors. The essays are by a diverse
group of contributors, from five countries
and from small colleges and large
universities, among them several of the
best-known Swift scholars in the world.
Share the Memories
Homecoming ’92
Friday, October 16
9 a.m.-7 p.m. “Art of Everyday Life in
Ethiopia," DePree Art Center gallery
4 p.m. Women’s Soccer hosts Olivet, Buys
Field
4 p.m. Department of Chemistry
Seminar — the J. and J. Neckers Lecture,
by Dr. A. Paul Schaap ’67, professor
of chemistry at Wayne State University,
and founder and president of Lumigen
Inc., Room B50, Peale Science Center
5-7 p.m. Department of Chemistry Open
House, second floor Peale
7 p.m. Chemistry Alumni Banquet.
Please call the Department of Chemistry
at (616) 394-7630 for the price of
admission and other information.
8 p.m. Great Performance Series,
Derek Lee Ragin, countertenor,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Tickets
cost $10 for senior citizens, $12.50 for
other adults and $6 for students, and
will be available at the door.
Evening Knickerbocker Theatre film
“The Fourth Animation Celebration”
Class of 1982
10-Year Class Reunion Party
Class of 1987
5-Year Class Reunion Party
Saturday, October 17
Morning Run-Bike-Swim-Walk, Dow
Center. Please call the Dow Center at
(616)394-7690 for more information.
8:45-9:45 a.m. Reunion registration for the
Classes of 1982 and 1987 at Van Andel
Plaza, near Van Zoeren/VanderWerf
Halls
9 a.m.-7 p.m. “Art of Everyday Life in
Ethiopia,” DePree Art Center gallery
10 a.m. Reunion brunches
10:30 a.m. Alumni Chapel Choir rehearsal,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
11 a.m. H-Club registration, Maas Center
Time TBA Reunion photographs for Class
of 1982 and Class of 1987
11:30 a.m. H-Club luncheon, honoring
1981-82 MIAA champion teams and
Hope for Humanity award recipient.
Maas Center auditorium
Noon Sorority luncheons and fraternity
open houses
12:30 p.m. Homecoming parade leaves
campus for Holland Municipal Stadium
1:30 p.m. Pre-game show, Holland
Municipal Stadium
2 p.m. Football hosts Albion, Holland
Municipal Stadium. Half-time
activities include music by a high
school band (with an opportunity to
sing the alma mater), the introduction
of the Homecoming Court and the
crowning of the king and queen,
and the presentation of academic
trophies
Post-Game Reception on the field
featuring cider and donuts
Sunday, October 18 _
10:15 a.m. Alumni Chapel Choir rehearsal,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
11a.m. Homecoming Worship Service,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
1-10 p.m. “Art of Everyday Life in
Ethiopia,” DePree Art Center gallery
For further information, please call the Alumni Office at (616) 394-7860.
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Campus Notes
alumni alert
by Lynne Powe ’86
r 1 1hey say you can never return home
A again, but I’m not so sure that is true
about Hope College. For, as the new
alumni director, it feels great to have “come
home” to the Hope family!
I cannot think of anything more
rewarding than to be able to serve the
college, which has had such an impact on
my life, and the people who care so much
about Hope. Long before I was a college
student, I was able to see first-hand how
Hope was benefitting my sisters. I liked
what I saw, and when it came time for me to
select a college, Hope was it!
While the academics were an important
part of my education, it was really the people
in the Hope family that made my Hope
experience so special. For example, during
my junior year I had extensive knee surgery.
The thing I remember most is not how
difficult the recovery process was, but how
much people cared. I was touched, and at
times overwhelmed, by how supportive
everyone was during that ordeal.
The many kindnesses were expressed by
faculty, staff and students alike. I’m not
sure that would have been true at another
college.
When I reflect on some of the significant
individuals who have been my role models,
many have been Hope alumni, ranging from
the minister who served our church as 1 was
growing up, to the Young Life leaders who
helped me through the high school years, to
those who helped me develop
professionally — the woman who hired me
for my first job as a newspaper reporter and
the mentor who encouraged me and shared
his expertise.
I am excited to now be able to give back
to the Hope family. The challenges and
opportunities that await me are exciting, and
I greet both with enthusiasm.
Our alumni office is here to serve you and
to make your continued ties with the college
meaningful. 1 welcome any suggestions you
might have regarding alumni activities.
Feel free to drop me a line or give me a
call at (616) 394-7860. I look forward to
meeting and working with many of you in
the coming months.
ALUMNI HOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers
John Abe '79, President, Naperville, 111.
Janet Lawrence '80. Vice President, Albany, N.Y.
Thelma Leenhouts '66, Secretary .Washington, D.C.
Board Members
Janette VandenBerg '79 Aardema, Grand Rapids, Mich.
John Broadbcnt '79, Livonia, Mich.
Cal Bruins '61, Paradise Valley. Ariz.
Bryan Bush '84. Anaheim, Calif.
Stanley C. Busman '73, Minneapolis, Minn.
Jeffrey Cordes '80. Dallas, Texas
Garrett E. DeGralf '71. Averill Park, N.Y.
Ken Dulow '64, Old Bridge, N.J.
Marianne Hageman '58, De Pere, Wis.
Belty Whitaker '62 Jackson, West Melbourne, Fla.
Jennifer Liggett '80. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jennifer Payette '92, Flint, Mich.
Chris Turkstra '93, Upper Saddle River, N.J.
Anne Walvoord '73 VanderByl, Williamson, N.Y.
Kay Moores ’76 Walker, Traverse City. Mich.
A. Jeffery Winne '73, McMurray, Pa.
Barbara Woodruff '94, Northville, Mich.
class notes
News and information for class notes, marriages,
births, advanced degrees and deaths are compiled for
news from Hope College by Greg Olgers '87.
All submissions received by the Public Relations
Office by Tuesday, July 7. have been included- in this
issue. Because of the lead time required by this
publication's production schedule, submissions
received after that date (with the exception of
obituary notices) have been held for the next issue,
the deadline for which is Tuesday, Sept. 15.
20s
Muriel DeWitt (Hope Prep ’27) Schaap recently
completed a video history of the First Presbyterian
Church of Cornelia, Ga., covering 1905 to 1990.
Grandson John Louis Fouls was the narrator and
WNEG of Toccoa, Ga., was the publisher.
Esther DeWeerd ’28 of Kalamazoo, Mich., is retired.
Herman Knol ’29 and wife Kathryn observed their
60th wedding anniversary in June. On Oct. 1, 1991,
they moved to a retirement home in Mt. Morris, 111.
LaVern Sandy ’29 retired in May after 60 years in
the ministry of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). He
had been with First Presbyterian Church in Ft.
Wayne, Ind., for the past 19 years, had been pastor of
the Calvary Presbyterian Church in Ft. Wayne from
1951 to 1973, and held his early pastorates in the
Pittsburgh, Pa., area.
30s
Berns Cook ’30 received a first place trophy in the
Mission, Texas, Citrus Week's first annual, five
kilometer walk-a-thon. He has been wintering in
Mission the past 15 years, and spends his summers in
Oshkosh, Wis.
David Laman ’36 is still serving as an assistant
pastor of Emmanuel Reformed Church in Paramount,
Calif., and is in charge of visitation and the senior
citizens program.
Harold Leestma ’39 on May 31 celebrated the 50th
anniversary of his ordination.
40s
Eloise Boynton ’41 Bosch and husband Don of Lake
Wylie, S.C., celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary (April 1 1) by taking a Eurail trip that
included Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stockholm,
Helsinki, Weisbaden, Zug, Switerland, and Rosas,
Spain. They will also be having a family celebration
in upstate New York on August 15.
Gordon Albers ’42 of Rio Rancho, N.M., is a
candidate for Sandoval County Commission, District
2, which includes six precincts in Rio Rancho and all
three precincts in Corrales, N.M. The election will be
November 3. The county has five commissioners.
Beth Marcus ’42 of Holland, Mich., was elected
president of the Reformed Church in America (RCA)
during the 1992 General Synod meeting in June. It
was the first time in the 364-year history of the
church that a woman was elected as the RCA's
presiding officer. She had previously served for a
year as vice president.
Delbert Vander Haar ’44 and wife Trudy Maassen
'47 Vander Haar in July completed service as world
mission associates, having served the Yokohama
Union Church in Japan since September of 1989.
They now live in Holland, Mich.
Marian Dame ’47 Hoekstra and husband Jack
Hoekstra ’50 of Kalamazoo. Mich., had their
appliance store, Hoekstra Sales Co., and its origins
featured in the Kalamazoo Gazette. The store was
established 74 years ago, and Jack's
great-grandfather and great-grandmother had
established a hardware store next door to it in 1867.
The hardware store still exists, but is no longer in the
Hoekstra family.
Trudy Maassen '47 Vander Haar and husband
Delbert Vander Haar '44 in July completed service as
world mission associates, having served the
Yokohama Union Church in Japan since September
of 1989. They now live in Holland, Mich.
Gord Brewer '48 was featured in The Grand Rapids
(Mich. I Press on June 4 as an active area senior
citizen.
Ronald Korver ’48 and wife Ruby were honored for
their service as missionaries during the Reformed
Church in America’s 1992 General Synod.
Harry Buis '49 is editor of the Words of Hope
devotional guide.
Roger Kempers ’49 received the Distinguished
Alumni Award for 1992 from the Wayne State
University School of Medicine for his contributions
as a scientist, physician and educator. He is a
professor and vice chairman of the depanment of
H-t-
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obstetrics and gynecology at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn.
50s
Jack Hoekstra ’50 and wife Marian Dame '47
Hoekstra of Kalamazoo. Mich., had their appliance
store, Hoekstra Sales Co., and its origins featured in
the Kalamazoo Gazette. The store was established 74
years ago, and Jack's great-grandfather and
great-grandmother had established a hardware store
next door to it in 1 867. The hardware store still
exists, but is no longer in the Hoekstra family.
Paul Lupkes ’50 retired on June 30 as the campus
minister with United Campus Ministry at the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology. He has
served the college for the past 1 5 years both as
campus minister and associate professor in the
humanities department. He will continue teaching in
the school’s liberal arts depanment, will serve as
chaplain at the Veterans Administration Medical
Center in Sturgis, S.D., and will be involved in the
Elderhostel program. He and wife Gladys will
continue to live in Rapid City, S.D.
JoAnn Van Kolken '51 Belter during 1989-90
taught an education at Grand Valley State University,
having retired in 1984 after teaching elementary an
for 3 1 years in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Warren Burgess ’51 of Traverse City, Mich., was
elected vice president of the Reformed Church in
America during the 1992 General Synod meeting in
June.
Howard Newton ’51 has been included in the
“Fourth Edition, 1992-1993'' of Who’s Who in
Religion, which is from the publishers of Who's Who
in America.
Kenneth Erickson ’52 in June retired from his
position with the Redford (Mich.) Schools.
Carol Crist ’52 Fern was featured in The Flint
(Mich.) Journal on April 4, 1992, because of her
interest in piano and her activities as a pianist.
David Wilson ’52 has been included in the Fourth
Edition, 1992-93, of Who's Who in Religion,
International Edition.
Ruth Klingenberg ’54 Haak retired in June after 30
years with the Holland (Mich.) Christian Schools.
She was a fifth grade teacher at Rose Park.
Charles Johnson ’54 and wife Donna Huss ’55
Johnson of Harrington Park, N.J., have been
appointed as missionaries for the Reformed Church.
Their assignment is the Protestant Church in Oman,
where Charles will be pastor of the English language
congregation. They plan to leave for Oman in
September.
Harold Goldzung Sr. ’55 of North Bergen, NJ„ in
April was elected chairperson of Palisades General
Hospital’s Board of Governors during the hospital’s
annual meeting. He is minister of Grove Reformed
Church in North Bergen.
Donna Huss ’55 Johnson and husband Charles
Johnson '54 of Harrington Park, N.J., have been
appointed as missionaries for the Reformed Church.
Their assignment is the Protestant Church in Oman,
where Charles will be pastor of the English language
congregation. They plan to leave for Oman in
September.
Robert Riekse ’55 co-authored The Christian Guide
to Parent Care. Recently published, the book
positively addresses the wide range of issues and
problems children face as they try to help their aging
parents.
Julie Herrick ’56 White received an individual artist
fellowship in literature from the Indiana Arts
Commission for the 1992-93 year. The commission
presented 37 awards to artists and non-profit
organizations in six northern Indiana counties.
Kay Rynbrand ’57 Hartzler of Lake Odessa, Mich.,
in June retired from her position as director of Maple
Valley's Community Education program, with which
she had been involved for 1 1 years. She will become
active in the charters and tours business she and
husband Daryl own. They also own and operate with
his twin brother a professional charter bus
transportation company.
Joyce Barber ’58 Vedder of Schenectady, N.Y.,
retired from Schalmont High School after 32 years as
a mathematics teacher. During her career she
received several grants from the National Science
Foundation.
Lil Johnson ’59 Brodie and husband Craig, after 25
years of living all over the world with the U.S. Army,
are now living in North Dighton, Massachusetts. Lil
works with VNA and Hospice.
Jan Miller ’59 Holcomb, a member of the faculty
with the Lansing (Mich.) School District's North
Elementary School, was chosen as one of two May
“Employees of the Month" by the Quality of Work
Life (QWL) Committee, and was honored during the
Board of Education's meeting on Thursday, May 21.
The colleagues who nominated her praised her as an
outstanding teacher who is "reliable, conscientious,
and articulate” and as one who motivates her students
to reach their highest potential. The district employs
more than 3,500.
Henry Visscher ’59 has been promoted to president
and chief executive officer of FMB-Financial Group
n.a., and is responsible for all FMB-Financial Group
operations including trust, brokerage, investment
advisory and insurance sales. He had been president
and chief operating officer of FMB-Financial Group
n.a. since December of 1990.
Wayne Vriesman '59, who is vice president of
Tribune Broadcasting Company and head of its radio
group, in June was elected chairman of the Radio
Board of the National Association of Broadcasters.
The NAB is the industry's major trade organization,
with 5,000 radio station members. The election took
place during the association's emi-annual board
meeting in Washington, D.C.
60s
Marilyn Scudder ’60 of Moshi, Tanzania, has been
appointed as an RCA world mission associate. She
has served with the Christian Blind Mission since
1973 and is head of the eye department at the
Tell Us All
Your Hope friends and the college want to hear from you.
If there’s an event in your life you feel is newsworthy, please let us know.
In the interest of timeliness, please try to notify us within six months
of whenever the event took place.
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Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre in Moshi.
Rich Clarke ’62 and six classmates enjoyed a mini
30th class reunion. in Las Vegas, Nev., in April. The
others who participated included Norm Dykstra, Bob
Hansen. Tom Riekse, Tom Tomga, Bob Reid and Jane
Schaftnaar Walton.
Howard Jansen ’62, a secondary principal with the
Godfrey Lee School District in Michigan, retired at the
end of June. As principal he oversaw operations at the
high school and middle school at Godfrey Lee.
Rick Beckering ’63 of Sacramento, Calif., has been
appointed by Governor Pete Wilson to serve on the
State Fair Political Practices Commission.
Philip DeVelder ’63 has been hospitalized with a mild
form of Guillane-Barre Syndrome. While his doctors
are predicting eventual recovery, they tell him to expect
to remain in the hospital through the end of 1992.
Anyone wishing to write to him may do so at Room
K301C, Jewish Memorial Hospital, 59 Townsend
Street, Boston, MA 02119-1318.
Beula Kampen ’63 Maris of Plainview, N.Y., was
elected president by the Reformed Church Women
(RCW) for the 1993-95 triennium.
Thomas Wombwell ’64 of Valparaiso, Ind., became a
member of the Indiana Bar in June. His practice
specialty is estate planning.
Beverly Allred ’65 Schroeder, a member of the
faculty of Michigan State University, recently
published a psychology textbook and instructor's
manual titled Human Growth and Development.
George Vander Velde ’65 of Western Springs, 111., has
been named Alumnus of the Year by Trinity Christian
College of Palos Heights. He is vice president of
science and technology at Chemical Waste
Management Inc. He serves on the board of trustees at
Trinity and is a member of the institution's Alumni
Board.
Ron Warnet ’65, professor of chemistry at Simpson
College in Indianola, Iowa, has been awarded the
United Methodist Campus Leadership Award.
Awarded by the Division of Higher Education of the
United Methodist Church, the award was established to
recognize exemplary teaching at United
Methodist-related colleges and universities. He was
presented the award at Simpson College's Honors
Convocation in mid-April.
Ellen Hollinger ’65 Wombwell of Valparaiso, Ind.,
during the past school year participated in the National
Science Foundation Terrific Science Program at Miami
University in Ohio. One of her projects was the
creation of a board game for teaching the science,
economics and ecological issues of steel manufacturing.
Dorothy Troike ’66 is a member of the education
department faculty, specializing in reading education, at
State University of New York, College at Cortland. A
promotion from associate professor to professor will be
effective Sept. 1, 1992.
Robert White '66 was honored for his service as
president of New Brunswick Seminary during the
Reformed Church in America's 1992 General Synod.
At the end of August he will become pastor of First
Reformed Church in Schenectady, N.Y.
Fran Gralow '68 is in Santa Fe de Bogota, Columbia,
where she relates to the Columbian Church with the
purpose of helping in the training of Columbian
missionaries. She recently went to Quito, Ecuador, for
two weeks for some graduate work in leadership
studies.
Pam Reynolds ’68 VanderWeele on August 1 began a
two-year appointment teaching elementary-age
children in Guam.
David Ross ’69 in June received certification as a
reading recovery teacher-leader through Western
Michigan University.
70s
Kenneth Bradsell ’70, a member of the RCA’s
discipleship staff, was commended during the 1992
General Synod in June for his "dedication, attention to
quality, and creativity.”
Diane Hymans ’70 has accepted a position as visiting
assistant professor of Christian education with the
Presbyterian School of Christian Education of
Richmond, Va., for the 1992-93 academic year.
Donald Kazen ’70 has been installed as the senior
pastor of the Addisville Reformed Church in
Richboro, Pa. He previously served as pastor of the
Lisha's Kill Reformed Church in Schenectady. N.Y.,
for 13 years.
Marshall Anstandig ’71 was appointed the managing
partner of the Phoenix. Ariz., office of Bryan Cave, an
international law firm.
Eileen Winter-D’Angelo ’72 is the protestant chaplain
at Ithaca College in Ithaca, N.Y.
John Paarlberg ’72, a member of the RCA's
discipleship staff, was commended during the 1992
General Synod in June for his "dedication, attention to
quality, and creativity.”
Russell Gasero ’73 has had published Historical
Directory of the Reformed Church in America.
Fred Bertsch III '74. a commander with the U.S.
Navy, assumed command of the destroyer USS Hayler
on April 18.
Sylvia Ceyer '74. who is with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, has been elected a fellow of
chemistry in the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. The academy recently elected 205 new
fellows and 40 foreign honorary members.
Joseph Filonowicz ’74 is an associate professor of
philosophy and department chair with Long Island
University of Brooklyn, N.Y. He was recently tenured.
Ginny Reed ’74 Kruisenga is the 1992 Teacher of the
Year in Sunfield, Mich. She taught sixth grade in
Sunfield for 13 years and has spent her last three years
as a half-time teacher in third grade.
Tom Claus ’75 of East Grand Rapids, Mich., has been
promoted to treasurer of Mazda Distributors Great
Lakes. Mazda distributes vehicles and parts to more
than 130 dealers throughout the Great Lakes Region.
Mark Convoy ’75 and wife Mary are living in Glen
Rock, N.J., where he continues to teach history in the
Pascack Valley Regional High School District. The
summer of 1992 saw a trip to Holland, Mich,, with his
buddy Duncan, dinner with Chuck The Barber and
visits with Glen '74, Peggy '76 and Denny '74.
Joan Donaldson ’75 of Fennville, Mich., will have her
first book. The Rea! Pretend, published this month or
September. The children’s picture book is illustrated
by Tasha Tudor, and is being published by
Checkerboard Press, a division of Macmillian. There
will be a book signing party at Kalamazoo's public
library on Nov. 5-6.
Bob Luidens ’75 continues to serve as pastor of
Altamont (N.Y.) Reformed Church.
Mary Koeppe ’75 Luidens received from the National
Institutes of Health a physician scientist award, a
five-year grant to support her research on the molecular
biology of steroid hormone receptors. She is an
assistant professor of medicine in the division of
endocrinology and metabolism and the division of
molecular and cellular medicine at the Albany (N.Y.)
Medical College. She is board-certified in
endocrinology, diabetes and metabolism, as well as in
internal medicine.
Joan Schramm ’75, who is a lieutenant commander
with the U.S. Navy, is working in Washington, D.C.,
attached to the Bureau of Naval Personnel as the
program manager for the Navy's Pay and Personnel
Program.
Glenn Wagner '75 and wife Nancy Costing '75
Wagner on July 1 moved to North Muskegon. Mich.,
where Glenn became pastor of Community United
Methodist Church.
Jeff Stewart ’76 received the Liberty Bell award for
Mecosta County, Mich., on Law Day.
Paul DeWeese ’77 was recently a guest at the White
House, in conjunction with the celebration of President
George Bush's proposal to fund a scholarship program
for inner-city school children. Paul is the president of
Teach Michigan.
David Blasch ’78 is a financial planner for
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. in Vails Gate, N.Y.
Carl Toren ’79 and wife Margaret are on leave of
absence as RCA missionaries. They had been serving
with the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus
at the mission hospital in Aira, Ethiopia, until political
unrest and hostilities in the area made it unwise to
continue. They will consider other mission assignments
in the future, but in the interim Carl is serving as
medical director of the Infant Welfare Society in
Chicago, 111.
80s
Sheryl Busman ’80 VanderWagen was elected to be
the incoming president of the Jenison (Mich.) Chamber
of Commerce. She will be president in 1993-94.
Kirk Hoopingarner ’81 was awarded partnership
status at the law firm of Holleb and Loff in Chicago, 111.
Yolanda Tienstra '81 on June 1 1 presented a
workshop on selected criminal law topics to members
of the Criminal Law Agencies Support Staff
Association during their annual conference in Appleton.
Wis. She also recently marked her five-year
anniversary as an assistant district attorney in Wood
County, Wis.
Class of 1982
10-Year Reunion
Homecoming Weekend
October 16-18
Bonnie DeYoung-Smith ’82 of Kalamazoo, Mich., is a
clinical specialist of speech and dysphagia at Saint
Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Keith Grigoletto '82 is a technical writer at Apple
Computer.
Ingrid Anderson ’83 Baird is a French teacher and the
foreign language department head with Lowell (Mich.)
High School.
Robert Baird ’83 is senior pastor of Hope Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kathleen Reeder '83 Boerigter and husband Steve are
still graduate resident directors in a dorm at MIT, but in
January will move to Los Alamos. N.M.
Anne Brown ’83 is director of the Lakeshore
Convention and Visitors' Bureau in South Haven,
Mich.
Saeid Hamedanchi ’83 since 1985 has owned and
operated his own business. American Computer
Distributors Inc., which is engaged in trading and
manufacturing electronic components and data
communication equipment throughout Eastern Europe
and Iran. He will soon enter the executive MBA
program of the University of Southern California at Los
Angeles, focusing on international business.
Pamela Wright '83 Johnson of Manassas, Va., is the
legislative director for Congressman Bereuter in
Washington, D.C.
Rich Kennedy ’83 has been named public service
director for WHVE-FM/WWNZ-AM in Orlando, Fla.
Rich is an on-air personality on WHVE "The Wave."
Tom Knoebber ’83 of Rock Hill, S.C., is in charge of
management engineering at Springs Memorial Hospital
in Lancaster, S.C. Both he and wife Diane Mills ’84
Knoebber are highly involved in recycling efforts in
their community, and he is chairperson of the City of
Rock Hill’s recycling subcommittee.
Todd Vander Woude ’83 has been promoted to
general manager of the Harrisburg (Pa.) Senators
Baseball Club Inc. He is also on the board of United
Cerebral Palsy of the Capital Area and serves as first
vice president. In September he will assume
responsibilities as president of the board of directors.
George Bera ’84 has accepted a position as corporate
credit manager with Guardsman Products in Grand
Rapids, Mich. He was previously employed by an
office furniture manufacturer as a financial analyst for
five years.
Bryant Domina ’84 of Wyoming, Mich., earlier this
summer took four students from his Cummings
Elementary class of autistic children to Disney World,
through a trip that received extensive support from
charitable organizations.
Kim Bailey ’84 Hartstein has moved to Spangdahlem,
Germany, with her husband Tom and their son Eric.
Mayumi Kato ’84 of Naka-Ku, Yokohama, Japan, is
in the master course in counseling psychology at
Tsukuba University.
Diane Mills ’84 Knoebber of Rock Hill, S.C., is the
assistant supervisor of pathology at Presbyterian
Hospital in Charlotte, N.C. Both she and husband Tom
Knoebber ’83 are highly involved in recycling efforts in
their community.
Jeff Allen ’85 and wife Elyse Monroe ’86 Allen moved
to Arkansas. Jeff is the new product marketing
manager for Tyson Foods new formed beef and pork
division in Springdale, Ark.
Jeanine Baisch ’85 is a research associate at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
James Byington ’85 has been promoted to manager of
credit and collections of Dearborn (Mich.) Federal
Credit Union.
Brett King ’85. the Dowagiac, Mich., representative
for the financial-services firm Edward D. Jones & Co.,
has earned one of the firm’s highest annual awards, the
Partners Award, for excellence in sales and service
during 1991.
Kimm Larson-Mulder ’85 is a registered nurse at
Mercy Hospital in Muskegon, Mich. She has worked in
the operating room there for six of her seven years of
employment.
Trecy Lysaught ’85 recently joined Chicago, Ill.’s The
Park Ridge Center for the Study of Health, Faith and
Ethics, a non-profit research center, as the associate in
religion, culture and health care ethics.
Brent Deters ’86 is service center manager with the
Holland, Mich., branch of Detroit Ball Bearing.
Linda Mueller '86 has joined International Flavors &
Fragrances Inc. as a sales service administrator. She
provides sales support for global household product
accounts, and initiates and manages IFF international
affiliate fragrance projects.
Chris Pinderski ’86 is entering his third and final year
of residency in emergency medicine at Methodist
Hospital of Indiana, Ind. He is also a flight physician
for Lifeline Helicopter Air Ambulance of Indianapolis.
Sherri Schut ’86 is executive director of Nanny
Connections Inc. and teaches part-time at Davenport
College.
Lisa Jurries ’86 Waldorf and husband Bill in April
moved to Duluth Georgia, in the Atlanta area.
Class of 1987
5-Year Reunion
Homecoming Weekend
October 16-18
Larry Wagenaar "87 participated in the MS 150, a
two-day, 150-mile bike tour benefitting multiple
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sclerosis. He was also recently elected vice president
and president-elect of the Michigan Archival
Association.
Curtis Blankespoor ’88 of Dryden, N.Y., received
the outstanding introductory biology leaching
assistant award for the 1991-92 school year. He is in
the Ph.D. program at Cornell University.
Lisa Beach ’88 Boes in the fall will start to work on a
master’s degree in social work at Grand Valley State
University.
Christopher Brown ’88 on July 1 began a three-year
residency training program at Memorial Hospital in
South Bend, Ind. He is completing his residency and
board certification in the specialty of family medicine.
Scott Buhrmaster ’88 of Chicago, 111., was the
research coordinator and assistant to the director of
Uhimaie Survivors, a home video that documents the
true stories of four people who won battles to
overcome the consequences of violent events. The
Calibre Press Inc. film has thus far won nine major
film and video awards. Scott was able to work
closely with the production’s host, William Shatner.
He was also the recipient of a Silver Telly Award for
his work as research coordinator.
Susan Denker ’88 has completed a third year as
recruiter/director of student services for the Chicago
Metropolitan Center, an off-campus work/study
semester in Chicago sponsored by Hope and eight
other colleges in the Midwest.
Amanda Hoffman ’88 Fowler has joined C.E.
Lippert Furniture Inc. of Zeeland, Mich., as a
customer satisfaction representative.
David Harkema '88 on July 1 began working as a
doctor of optometry with Frederic C. DeVries O.D.
P.C. in Grandville, Mich.
DeeAnn Knoll ’88 has relocated to Buffalo Grove,
111., and rejoined Hewitt Associates as an information
project coordinator and systems developer in flexible
and group benefits. An Olympic hopeful (as reponed
in the February. 1992, issue of news from Hope
College), DeeAnn was not selected for the 1992 U.S.
Team Handball Olympic Team.
James Rafferty ’88 has been named commercial loan
officer with Citizens Trust and Savings Bank, with
which he also serves as Saugatuck, Mich., branch
manager. He began at Citizens in 1988 as a credit
analyst, and was promoted to branch manager in
1991.
Sharron Stephens ’88 recently transferred from
Sefton Associates Inc.'s Grand Rapids, Mich., office
to the firm's Southfield, Mich., office. As an account
executive, her responsibilities include automotive
projects for Automotive Materials Group of Dow
Plastics, a business group of The Dow Chemical
Company; Essex Specialty Products Inc.; and the
Filtran Division of Sealed Power Technologies.
Bill Vanderbilt ’88 is pursuing an MBA at Kellogg,
and will graduate in 1993.
Bruce Brown ’89 will attend Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary in the fall, and intends to study
for his M.Div. for the next three or four years.
Tom Carey ’89 early in June began touring the world
so that he can experience different cultures and share
what he learns with others. His itinerary includes
visiting Europe through the end of the year, Africa for
nearly two years, and then Asia, Indonesia and
Australia. Traveling with one or two friends, largely
by mountain bike, he doesn’t plan to complete the trip
until the winter of 1995.
Linda Jones ’89 recently received another promotion
at MCI Telecommunications in Chicago, 111., the
firm’s central headquarters. She is working at the
O’Hare Sales Branch as an account systems
consultant. She is on a staff that works with the
account executives, assisting them with the technical
aspects of dedicated and private-line service for
Bring Hope into your home
Through stunning, full-color photography,
Hope College: Then and Now provides a glimpse into a
year in the life of Hope, from campus scenes and the first
days of classes, to traditions like Christmas Vespers and
graduation. The contemporary images are complemented
by black and white photographs from the Joint Archives
of Holland that survey the college’s first 125 years.
Now, this popular, limited edition book is available through
the Hope-Geneva Bookstore for $39.95 + $3.50 for shipping
(for books shipped within Michigan, please add $1.60 sales tax).
MasterCard or Visa orders may be phoned to (616) 394-7833
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EST.
Mail orders should include a check or money order and be addressed to:
Hope Book Offer, Hope-Geneva Bookstore
P.O. Box 9000, Holland, MI 49422-9000
All orders are shipped within 48 hours of receipt.
accounts such as United Airlines. Quaker Oats and
other companies in the nonhwest region of Chicago.
Kevin Kilburg ’89 has been promoted within
Bit-Mar Foods Inc. to district manager and has
moved to Seattle.Wash.
Mary Taylor ’89 is assistant dean/director of
academic suppon services at Juniata College in
Huntingdon. Pa.
90s
Carl Aronson ’90, a graduate student in chemical
engineering at Michigan State University, has
accepted an offer to do his doctoral research at
Michigan Molecular Institute in Midland, Mich. The
long-range goal of the research is the recycling of
plastics.
Jennifer Falk ’90 is an environmental scientist with
Encotec, a consulting firm, in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Craig Kozler ’90 of Terre Haute. Ind., is a first-year
student in the marriage and family therapy program at
Indiana State University. He received a two-year
scholarship to pursue his master’s of science degree.
Marian Stryker ’90 has recently been transferred by
EDS. She is now living in Duluth, Ga., in the Atlanta
area, working on the Saab Customer Assistance
account.
Timothy Verhey ’90, who has recently completed his
first year at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia,
has been granted the Bern Exchange Fellowship for
the 1992-93 academic year. Established in
conjunction with the University of Bern, Switzerland,
the fellowship provides a year of residence for a
student from the University of Bern or from Union
Seminary to study at the other institution.
Steve Bridge ’91 of Portage, Mich., is a religion
teacher at Hacked Catholic Central High School. In
July he traveled to Haiti, where he shared on behalf of
the nation’s needy $2,000 raised by his students. He
was reacting to his students’ challenge that they
would not donate to a charity unless he delivered the
money personally and assured that it went to those in
need.
Russ Erander ’91, Ted Remble ’91, Dave Slates '91
and Mike Sparks ’92 are currently playing for the
Jackson Bombers, a semi-professional football team.
The Jackson Bombers are affiliated with the Michigan
Football League (MFL), and games are every
Saturday throughout the summer. All four athletes
played football for the Hope College Hying
Dutchmen under Ray Smith.
Kelly Grieve ’91 of Elsie, Mich., is associate
producer of Michigan at Risk with WKAR-TV.
Anva Haider ’91 has been awarded a fellowship
from Western Michigan University to pursue a
master’s degree in mechanical engineering.
Lisa Nordlund ’91 Knapp and husband Joe are
stationed at a military base in Germany.
Lissa Nienhuis ’91 was a member of an Athletes in
Action basketball team that toured Brazil this
summer. She has been appointed an assistant
women’s basketball coach at the University of
Southern Colorado.
Catherine Notestine ’91 of Oak Park, 111., in March
started working at Publications International Ltd. as
editorial assistant in the cookbook department. Her
assignments include assisting the editors with their
individual projects, contacting food brands (Dole,
Lipton, Kelloggs, etc.) about upcoming titles and
coordinating the recipe-photo files. The company is
in Lincolnwood. on the north edge of Chicago.
Keith Schuring ’91 has graduated from The Basic
School, the course for newly-commissioned officers
at Marine Corps Combat Development Command in
Quantico. Va. He is a second lieutenant.
Juli Stoutenborough '91 was recently named the
Outstanding Program Worker of the Year by
ACCESS Inc. of Montgomery County. Pa. She was
recognized for her dedication, leadership and
enthusiasm. She has worked for the publicly- and
privately-funded ACCESS (Association of
Concerned Christians for the Emerging Social
Services) since July.
Scott VanDeHoef ’91 of Brookfield. HI., is attending
Loyola University Medical School in Maywood, III.
Janine Whittemore '91 is a residential counselor for
a female adolescent shelter, and is employed by
Volunteers of America. She is continuing her
volleyball career in the Portland. Ore., city league.
Kimberly Back ’92 is a sales assistant at
Raffensperger, Hughes & Company.
Jeananne Engelbert ’92 is working at the Indiana
United Methodist Children's Home in Lebanon. Ind.
The home serves children aged eight to 18 in a
residential facility.
Rebecca Benson ’92 Prior of Great Falls. Mont., is
teaching seventh grade art.
Ann Rubin ’92 is working at the Indiana United
Methodist Children's Home in Lebanon. Ind. The
home serves children aged eight to 18 in a residential
facility.
Rolina Vermeer-Bastiaanse ’92 organized "I Know
What I Like," an exhibition in the main floor corridor
of the Grand Rapids (Mich.) An Museum. The
exhibition, which opened May 29 and continues
through August 30, features works selected from the
museum's collections by West Michigan residents
who are known for their activities in fields other than
the visual arts. In June she discussed the exhibition
"Patterns of Change: The Japanese Influence on 19th
Century Printmakers" during a mixed bag lecture at
the museum.
Chris Von Ins ’92 participated in the filming of the
movie Hoffa, starring Jack Nicholson, in Chicago, III.
His role included the line “Hey, Mister Hoffa!.’’
addressed to Nicholson as he walks through a crowd.
As happens with films, it is possible the line will be
edited out of the final production.
marriages
Nicholas D'Angelo and Eileen Winter '72, Dec.
21, 1991.
Brent Deters '86 and Jillane Van Dam, May 1,
1992.
Thomas DeVoogd ’89 and Janet Kalina, Oct. 26,
1991, Muskegon, Mich.
Jim DeYoung ’88 and Holly Anderson '90, May
30, 1992.
James Nelson Gohlke and Mary Ellen Breuker ’91 ,
May 30, 1992, Holland. Mich.
Joe Knapp and Lisa Nordlund ’91, Aug. 10. 1991.
Frank Okada and Jane Giacobassi '79, May 1 ,
1992, St. Paul. Minn.
Mark Platt and Vicki Januska ’85, June 1, 1991.
David Pryor and Rebecca Benson ’9 1 , April 1 8,
1992, Great Falls, Mont.
1992 Alumni Directory
available this fall
Members of the Hope College family
will be able to locate their alumni friends
through the 1992 Hope College Alumni
Directory, which will be published this
fall.
The Directory organizes alumni
alphabetically, by class and by
geographical location. For the first time,
the Directory also includes the home
telephone number of alumni.
In addition, there is a Chronological
Memoranda section which is a record of
the academic and administrative
personnel and physical property of Hope
College from 1947 through this summer.
A copy of the Directory will be
provided free of charge to donors to the
1992-93 Annual Alumni Fund. It will not
be available through any other means.
The new Directory will be the
publication’s eighth edition. The
Directory debuted in 1951, with
subsequent editions appearing in 1956,
1961, 1971, 1976, 1982 and 1987.
The 1 95 1 Directory commemorated
the 100th anniversary of the Pioneer
School, the forerunner of Hope College.
The new edition comes as the college
closes its celebration of the 125th
anniversary of receiving its charter in
1866.
The 1992 edition of the Directory is
dedicated to the memory of the late
Llona (Lynn) Szabo ’32 Smith, who
underwrote the 1951 through 1976
editions. Smith, who died on Dec. 26,
1991, continues to suppon through the
college through "The Lynn Szabo Smith
Scholarship," an endowed fund which
since the 1986-87 academic year has
been helping students interested in
nursing.
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Jeffrey Schorfhaar '91 and Tammi Morrison, Dec.
28, 1991, Coldwater, Mich.
Bill Vanderbilt '88 and Tauna Jecmen ’89, Oct. 5.
1991.
Matthew Weigle ’89 and Jill Bemson ’89, May
16,1992, St. Joseph, Mich.
Michael Williams ’91 and Susan Renner '90, June
6, 1992, Holland, Mich.
births
Robert ’83 and Ingrid Anderson ’83 Baird, Carl
Robert, Jan. 14, 1992.
Chris and Darla Thomson ’89 Beckerson, Jonathon
Thomas, June 16, 1992.
Larry ’8 1 and Melissa Knopf ’82 Boer, Morgan
Alexander, June 24, 1992.
Steve and Kathleen Reeder ’83 Boerigter,
Kimberly Elizabeth, Jan. 12, 1992.
Steve ’79 and Celaine ’79 Bouma-Prediger, Chara
Kristine, April 7, 1992.
Rodney ’87 and Lori Fisher '88 Brush, Tara Rae,
Oct. 1, 1992.
Tom ’86 and Susan Beswick '86 Bylsma, Jacob
Taylor, April 16, 1992.
Todd ’81 and Sheila Erickson, Keenan Drake,
April 29, 1992.
Charles and Sarah Souter '84 Ginebaugh, Brian
Charles, May 6, 1992.
Larry '83 and Cathy Schroeder ’84 Hall, Brian
Stuart, March 6, 1992.
Kempe and Judy Canning ’81 Hayes, Emily
Joanne, April 24, 1992.
Dale and Carrie Walchenbach ’81 Homkes, Austin
Taylor, April 18, 1992.
Todd and Peggy Penna ’84 Housenga, Brooke
Leigh, Feb. 21, 1992.
Tom and Cindy Simmons ’85 Jameson, Courtney
Brook, April 29, 1992.
David ’73 and Teresa Penhorwood ’82 Johnson,
Claire Elizabeth, March 11, 1992.
Ted ’82 and Pamela Wright ’83 Johnson, Kenneth
Charles, July 20, 1991.
Craig ’88 and Bonnie Johnston, Sarah Ann, Feb.
17, 1992.
Douglas and Kim Kuiper ’82 Josephson, Kelley
Jean, May 7, 1992.
Michael and Christine Bruins ’85 Kem, Paul
Calvin, May 2, 1992.
Mike ’81 and Carrie Kulesa, Mary Ellen, April,
1992.
Scott ’91 and Suzanne Lobs ’91 Larson, Andrew
Scott, June 14, 1992.
Roger and Kimm Larson-Mulder ’85, Korbin
Scott, April 10, 1991.
Blair and Lisa Paauwe ’83 Lichten waiter, Emily
Anne, May 14, 1992.
Bob ’75 and Mary Koeppe ’75 Luidens, David
Edwin, Dec. 20, 1990.
Michael ’88 and Dawn Magan, Michael Nathan,
April 12, 1992.
Timothy and Kathy Aaron ’82 Mouw, Tyler
Aaron, Oct. 8, 1991.
Mark ’84 and Lisa Castor ’84 Nagelvoort, Connor
Bradford, April 4, 1992.
William and Joy Dean ’82 O’Connor, Justin, June
26, 1992.
Tom ’83 and Jane Repke ’83 Park, Emma Mae,
Dec. 29, 1991.
Joel ’81 and Karen Smith ’84 Russcher, Timothy
Joel, Feb. 20, 1992.
Tom ’76 and Sandy Siderius, Nicole Ann, Feb. 26,
1992.
Adrian Slater and Justine Emerson ’74, Brook
Jiwan Emerson Slater, bom Jan. 23, 1992; adopted in
Nepal, March 20, 1992.
Bruce and Patricia Johnson ’83 VanderKooy, Katie
Lynn, May 8, 1992.
Guy and Sheryl Busman ’80 VanderWagen, Abby
Joy, Nov. 6, 1991.
Timothy ’83 and Marcye Brauning '83 VanDyke,
Carly Suzanne, Jan. 29, 1992.
Ron ’82 and Debbie Webster ’82 Wood, Brittany
Lynn, March 20, 1992.
advanced degrees
Jeanine Baisch ’85, doctorate, Southwestern
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, Dallas,
Texas, May 30, 1992.
Colleen Craig ’83 Bajema, master's degree,
elementary education, Purdue University, 1992.
Steve Bouma-Prediger '79, doctorate, philosophy
and religion. University of Chicago, June, 1992.
Christopher Brown ’88, M.D., The Ohio State
University College of Medicine, Columbus, Ohio,
June 12, 1992.
Lori Fisher '88 Brush, master's in psychology.
Western Michigan University.
Alison Burris ’84, master of science, audiology,
Colorado State University, May, 1992.
James Byington ’85, MBA, finance, Wayne State
University.
Thomas Byl '83, doctor of philosophy, department
of biology, Memphis State University, May 9, 1992.
Jennifer Falk ’90, master’s of science,
environmental chemistry.
Keith Grigoletto ’82, M.A., English, San Jose State
University, May, 1992.
David Harkema '88, doctor of optometry, O.D..
B.S. visual science, Ferris State University College of
Optometry, May 23, 1992.
Kristen Henrickson '88 Herman, doctor of law,
University of Detroit Law School, 1992.
Lena Hibma ’46, master’s of fine arts, Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich., June 20,
1992.
Diane Hymans ’70, doctor of education,
Presbyterian School of Christian Education,
Richmond, Va., May 31, 1992.
Ted Johnson '82, master of fine arts, George
Mason University, May, 1991.
Christine Bruins '85 Kem, doctorate, department
of microbiology and immunology, Chaudler Medical
Center, University of Kentucky.
Trecy Lysaught '85, doctorate, theological ethics,
Duke University, May, 1992.
Makiko Saito '89, master of arts, linguistics,
Michigan State University, spring, 1992.
Joan Schramm ’75, master’s of science, human
resources management. Chapman College, March,
1992.
Sherri Schut '86, master’s in management, 1990.
Mary Taylor '89, M.A., English, University of
Delaware, June, 1991.
John Vander Wagen IV ’88. M.B.A., management
information systems, DePaul University, June, 1992.
Kelly Stair ’86 Wissink, master’s degree, early
childhood education, Western Michigan University.
Thomas Wombwell '64, juris doctor, Valparaiso
University School of Law, Valparaiso, Ind.
Donna deForest '86 Worssam, bachelor’s of
theology degree, Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England, June, 1992.
deaths
Robert Bast ’58 died at his home in Flossmoor,
111., on Thursday, April 30, 1992, after a six-year
struggle with cancer. He was 56.
He was the Reformed Church in America's
minister for evangelism and church development.
Before joining the denominational staff in 1984, he
had served First Reformed, Rocky Hill, N.J.; First
Reformed, Orange City, Iowa; Mt. Greenwood
Reformed, Chicago, 111.; and Garfield Park Reformed,
Grand Rapids, Mich. He originated the “On the
Way” evangelism program used by several hundred
RCA congregations and authored several books on
evangelism.
He is survived by his wife, Janet Wessels ’59 Bast;
and by five children, Robert ’81 of Arizona, Cathy
’82 Holbrook of New Jersey, Michael ’84 of
Tennessee, Carol '88 Tyler of New Hampshire and
David '88 of Holland, Mich.
Marguerite Schmalfield ’23 Den Herder of
Zeeland, Mich., died on Sunday, July 5, 1992, in
Holland (Mich.) Community Hospital. She was 9 1 .
Bom in Chicago, 111., she was a member of Second
Reformed Church, the Zeeland Literary Club and the
American Legion Auxiliary. She had also served as a
trustee of the college.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Edward
M. Den Herder, in 1952, and a son, Robert Den
Herder, in 1985.
Surviving are her children, Joyce Urbanek of
Holland, Marguerite "Peg” and Judge Robert Danhof
of East Lansing, Mich., and Maxine Koorstra of
Grandville, Mich.; a daughter-in-law, Barbara Den
Herder of Holland; 14 grandchildren; and 21
great-grandchildren.
Viola Pas (Hope Prep ’14) Geegh died on
Sunday, June 7, 1992, in a Grand Rapids, Mich.,
nursing home. She was 96.
The daughter of Samuel and Mary Pas, she spent
her childhood in Holland, Mich. She attended
nursing school in Chicago, 111., and spent several
years teaching at mission schools in Kentucky.
She married Elwood Geegh in 1 922. He preceded
her in death in 1987, after 65 years of marriage.
Surviving are her children, Samuel “Bud” and Lois
Geegh of West Olive, Mich.; Mary and John Missad
of Grand Rapids, Mich.; and Dorothy and Bill Dow
of West Olive, Mich.; nine grandchildren; 13
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild;
three sisters-in-law, Mary Geegh and Margaret
Geegh, both of Holland, and Harriet Geegh of Sioux
Falls, S.D.; one brother-in-law, Raymond Geegh of
Seattle, Wash.; and several nieces and nephews.
Joseph W. Gross ’56 of Land O Lakes, Fla., died
on Saturday, April 21, 1990.
He was an attorney. Survivors include his children,
Joseph E. Gross, Robert W. Gross and Mamie F.
Gross.
Robert W. Haack ’38 of
Potomac, Md.. former
president of the New York
Stock Exchange and also
formerly a member of the
Hope College Board of
Trustees, died on Sunday,
June 14, 1992. of kidney
failure. He was 75.
Haack, who also held an
MBA from Harvard
University, was a member of the Hope College Board
of Trustees from 1968 until 1982. He was the
college's Commencement speaker in 1968, at which
time he received from Hope the honorary doctorate of
laws.
He had recently established the “Robert W. Haack
Chair of Economics" at the college. The chair will be
held for the first time during the 1992-93 academic
year.
Haack was president of the New York Stock
Exchange from 1967 to 1972. He was also past
chairman and chief executive officer of Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation, and a past president of the
National Association of Securities Dealers. He was a
member of the board of directors of many of the
country's major corporations, a director of the
Beekman Downtown Hospital in New York City and
a consultant to the Banque Nationale de Paris.
Survivors include his wife, the former Ann
Thomett Miller; a son, Thomas, of Darien, Conn.;
three daughters, Barbara Sexton, of Greenwich,
Conn., and Elizabeth Barr and Linda Brooks, both of
Potomac; a brother, Frank F. Haack Jr.; and six
grandchildren. He was preceded in death by his first
wife, Catherine, in 1984.
Sherwood Lee Hazelton ’57 of Wyoming, Mich.,
died on Friday, June 26, 1992, in Bradenton, Fla. He
was 63.
Originally from Coeymans, N.Y., he attended
Hope and Western Michigan University, and taught at
Kelloggsville School. He owned Hazelton Music
from 1969 to 1985, and was then employed by AIS
until he retired in 1991.
Survivors include his wife, Judith Kingma '56
Hazelton; his children, Lawrence Hazelton of
Owosso, Mich., and Janet and Merle Potgeter of
Allendale, Mich.; and his sister and brother, Hope and
Ray Davies of Florida, and Guy Jr. and Naomi
Hazelton of Cincinnati, Ohio.
John L. Kemink ’71 of
Ann Arbor, Mich., was shot
and killed on Thursday, June
25, 1992, at the University of
Michigan's Taubman Center,
apparently by an irate
patient. He was 42.
According to a repon
published in The Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Press on
Monday, June 29, the
68-year-old patient was dissatisfied with the progress
he was making while under Dr. Kemink's care for a
middle ear condition. The patient was arrested soon
after the murder.
Nationally-known for his work as a hearing
specialist. Dr. Kemink had received a Distinguished
Alumni Award from Hope on Saturday, May 2. His
involvement in the life of the college had included
establishing a scholarship in honor of his late uncle
and aunt, Herman ’29 and Flora Laug, who helped
o o o oBUT HOW
Author Gordon Brewer has been a participant in or observer of the Hope
College sports scene since his enrollment as a freshman in 1941. His
first-hand experience as a student-athlete, coach, faculty member and
athletic director diming a five-decade period makes this book "must"
reading for anyone interested in Hope College and Hope College sports.
Readers will get a glimpse of what life in intercollegiate athletics was
like during the college's first 93 years (1862-1955). His is a lively tale that
goes beyond the box score and statistics of the game.
This limited edition 208-page hardcover book contains nearly 100 photos
from the Joint Archives of Holland and personal collections. Many are
being published for the first time.
Reserve your copy today. Delivery will be in October in time for
Homecoming. The cost is $24.95 each, including shipping.
Enclosed is $ _ for _ copies of
"....But How You Played the Game!"
Name __ _ _ — - 
Address _ _ 
City, State & Zip Code __ _
Telephone _ _  _ 
Make check made payable to Hope College.
Send to Alumni Office, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423.
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fund his Hope education. He was active in Ann
Arbor alumni activities, and is also featured in the
Hope in the Future campaign video.
“His death is a grievous loss to his family, to
Hope College, to the medical profession and to
countless patients he could have helped.” said Hope
College President Dr. John H. Jacobson. “We thank
God for John Kemink's life and wimess even as we
mourn his violent and tragic death."
After graduating from Hope. Dr. Kemink pursued
his medical degree at the University of Michigan.
He then completed his internship and residency at
the University of Califomia-San Francisco. The
experience was followed by an otolaryngology
residency at the University of Michigan and a
fellowship in otology, neurotology and skull base
surgery.
At the time of his death, he was professor of
otolaryngology-head and neck surgery, and head of
the division of ear surgery at the University of
Michigan Medical Center in Ann Arbor.
His research and clinical interests included the
implantation of electrodes in the cochlea of hearing
impaired patients. The procedure allows patients
who are profoundly deaf, and not able to have the
disorder corrected with hearing aids, to hear sounds
again.
For his work, he was named one of “The 10 Best
Pediatric Specialists in America” in the February,
1992, issue of Child magazine.
He was bom on Sept. 4, 1949, in Muskegon,
Mich., the son of Claude J. and Jenna (Laug)
Kemink. He had been an Ann Arbor resident since
1971.
On Aug. 21, 1981, he married Janet Ann Spilka in
Muskegon. He was a member of St. Patrick’s
Catholic Church in Northfield, Mich., and of
numerous professional organizations.
Survivors include his wife, Janet; a daughter,
Lauren Frances, age six; a son, John Claude, age one;
his father and mother, Nicholas and Jenna Jelles of
Muskegon; six sisters, Claudia Larson, JoAnne
White, Janice Homack, Mary Vanden Berg, Christine
Maxwell and Sharon Smit; one brother, James
Browning; and numerous aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews.
Dr. Kemink’s family has established a scholarship
fund at Hope in his name. Contributions may be sent
to the college care of “The Dr. John L. Kemink
Scholarship Fund."
John Kobes '25 of Ft. Lauderdale. Fla., died on
Saturday, June 13, 1992. He was 88.
A former Holland, Mich., resident, he was a
graduate of Holland High School. He received his
medical degree from the University of Cincinnati in
1932, and from 1937 to 1973 he practiced medicine,
specializing in surgery, obstetrics and urology in
Keamy, N.J.
In 1973, he retired and made his home in Ft.
Lauderdale.
He was a member of numerous service clubs and
medical associations.
Surviving are his wife, Mary Mullan Kobes; his
children, Jasperdean Kobes of New York City and
John Mullan Kobes of Keamy; one grandson; a
brother, Fred Kobes of Holland; sisters-in-law; and
nieces and nephews.
Dell Koop '50 of Hollywood, Fla., died on
Thursday, June 25, 1992. He was 67.
For nearly 40 years he had been a referee,
officiating football games from high school to the
National Football League.
Formerly a resident of Holland, Mich., he had
started officiating as a Hope student. He officiated
from 1946 to 1985, working in the Mid-American
Conference, MIAA, Independent Athletic
Conference, the Pacific American Conference and the
NFL.
He had planned to teach and coach after receiving
a master’s degree from the University of Michigan.
He took instead a lucrative position with Bohn
Aluminum, and refereed on the weekends.
He eventually started refereeing Notre Dame’s
spring games. When Notre Dame’s athletic director
Moose Krause became the head of NFL officials in
1965, he hired Koop. Koop spent three years in the
NFL.
He had served in the U.S. Air Force during World
War II, and was past commander of American Legion
Post 6 and a member of DADS of Foreign Service
Veterans Post 132. He had been a member of
Maplewood Reformed Church.
Survivors include his wife, June; two sons, Daniel
of Plano, Texas, and Michael of Holland; a daughter,
Konnie Rhodes of Wylie. Texas: six grandchildren:
and a sister, Fayne Kempker of Holland.
Eva Leenhouts '17 Meyer of Poner Hills Village.
Grand Rapids, Mich., died on Tuesday. June 23.
1992. She was 96.
Bom in South Holland. 111., on Oct. 14, 1895. she
was the daughter of Dr. Abram and Elizabeth
Leenhouts. She married George Pelgrim in 1919. He
preceded her in death in 1 97 1 . Ini 972, she married
Harris Meyer.
She was a graduate of not only Hope but also of
Hope Preparatory School. She taught at Holland
(Mich.) High School and at the Reformed Church in
America’s National Laboratory School.
A fomier Sunday School teacher, she served on
the board of education of the General Synod of the
RCA and on numerous committees. She also served
as past president of the Holland Area Council of
Church Women, on the Hope College Board of
Trustees and as president of the Woman's Literary
Club.
Her memberships included the Magellan Club, the
State Board of Michigan United Church Women, the
State Board of Migrant Ministry, the Reading Club,
Century Club and the PEG Sisterhood, Chapter BW.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Harris,
in 1988 and by a son, Willard, in 1945.
Surviving are her children, Mrs. James (Phyllis)
White of Stuart, Fla., and George Pelgrim of
Honolulu, Hawaii; four grandchildren; one
great-grandchild; her brother, A. Donald Leenhouts
of Maitland, Fla.; stepchildren, Hendrik and Mary
Meyer of Kalamazoo, Mich.; and nephews.
Jeanette Hoffman ’23 Neckers of Carbondale,
111., died of congestive heart failure on Wednesday,
June 10, 1992, in Memorial Hospital of Carbondale.
She was 90.
She was bom on April 29, 1902, to Nicholas and
Cornelia (Kardux) Hoffman in Holland, Mich.
She was chiefly a homemaker, but formerly a high
school teacher in Michigan. In 1946 she began
teaching in the newly-created speech department at
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (SIUC).
She taught in the department for several years.
In addition to graduating from Hope, she earned a
master’s degree in English from SIUC in 1950.
Class of 1992 graduation honors
SUMMA CUM LAUDE _
Scott C. Bishop, Traverse City, Mich.
Pamela A. Bonsib, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kimberly L, Bundy, Portage, Mich.
Kirk L. Dahlke, Two Rivers, Wis.
Dawn D. DeYoung, Darien, 111.
Brian K. Domer, Kalamazoo, Mich.
James M. Hicks, Crystal Lake, 111.
Lois M. Jacobs, Holland, Mich.
Jennifer L. Jarvis, Arlington Heights, 111.
Francis A. Magnotta, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Esther A. Maksymovitch, Elkhart, Ind.
Robert G. Riekse, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Stephanie L. Smith, Alma, Mich.
Michael J. Theune, Spring Lake, Mich.
Weston T. Thompson, Topeka, Ind.
Susan L. Vander Velde, Hull, Iowa
MAGNA CUM LAUDE _
Amy R. Alverson, Fowlerville, Mich.
David W. Anderson, Farmington, Mich.
Matthew P. Ballast, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Cheryl A. Becker, N. Muskegon, Mich.
Kerstin W. Byomi, South Bend, Ind.
Kathryn E. Caine, Adrian, Mich.
Laura L. Campbell, Springfield, Va.
Stephanie N. Carpenter, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Nathan P. Cassie, Franklin, Wis.
Marilyn J. Chamberlain, Holland, Mich.
Xin Chen, Holland, Mich.
Christopher M. Collins, Traverse City, Mich.
Christin M. Conway, Fremont, Mich.
Lisa K. De Boer, Zeeland, Mich,
Aric S. Dershem, Holland, Mich.
Christine De Zwaan. Hamilton, Mich,
Annica Euvrard, Holland, Mich.
Susan D. Gasper, Holland. Mich.
Kristina L. Gingras, Muskegon, Mich.
Katherine M. Grace. Midland, Mich.
Sarah R. Hacken, Ludington, Mich.
Sonya K. Hamm, Muskegon, Mich.
Susan M. Hollar, Spring Lake, Mich.
Tiffhie L. Jackson, Big Lake, Minn.
Melissa M, Johnson, St. Johnsville, N.Y.
Brian E. Keas, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Brian L. Keisling, Troy, Mich.
Benny J. Kieff, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Karen M. Knapp, Dexter, Mich.
Shauna K. Kranendonk, Wausau, Wis.
David M. Lyon, Holland, Mich.
Julie L. McCoy, East Lansing, Mich.
Carolyn K. McCreedy, Cadillac, Mich.
Beth A. Newell, Wyoming, Mich.
Kristin M. 01enik,St. Charles, 111.
Renee L. Oosterhoff, Momence, 111.
Daniel R. Otis, Pentwater, Mich.
Daniel J. Parmeter Jr„ Grand Rapids, Mich.
Connie L. Ramirez, Holland, Mich.
Amy K. Rietberg, Holland, Mich.
Katherine M. Rogers, Grant, Mich.
David 0. Scaer, Traverse City, Mich.
Laura A. Scholten, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Elena Sgroia, Holland, Mich.
Scott A. Shippy, Wyoming, Mich.
Michael D. Smeenge, Holland, Mich.
Lance R. Smith, Gobles, Mich.
Jennifer A. Spangler, Holland, Mich.
Kirsten F. Strand, Burnsville, Minn.
Beth J. Trumble, Muskegon, Mich.
Margaret S. Vander Veen, Holland, Mich.
Mark W. Vander Weg, Marshall, Mich.
Brian Van DerWerff, Fremont, Mich.
Carl R. Van Faasen, Holland, Mich.
Judy D. Zwiep, Holland, Mich.
CUM LAUDE _
Todd E. Abbott, Boise, Idaho
Christopher J. Allman, Alma, Mich.
Rochelle L. Anderson, Peoria, 111.
Susan J. Annis. Allendale, Mich.
Kimberly A. Back, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Heather M. Bates, Muskegon, Mich.
Judith L. Bayer, Waukesha, Wis.
Roger D. Berchiatti, White Pigeon, Mich.
Barbara A. Bosch, Zeeland, Mich.
Aaron T. Boyd, Blissfield, Mich.
Holly A. Brown, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Michele M. Brown, Muskegon, Mich.
Erika J. Brubaker, Des Plaines, III.
Amy M. Buttrey, Arden Hills, Minn.
Leanne M. Bytwerk, N. Muskegon, Mich.
Kristin W. Carton, Holland, Mich.
Melanie S. Cook, Hastings, Mich.
Bradley R. Dedrick, Clarkston, Mich.
Erin L. DeYoung, Miami, Fla.
Matthew M. Donovan, Flint, Mich.
Christopher J. Dwight, Muskegon, Mich.
Susan D. Dwight, Owosso, Mich.
Jill D. Eenigenburg, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Darrel S. Folkert, Lansing, Mich.
Amy L. Gaipa, Coloma, Mich.
Kristie L. Gauntt, Hudsonville, Mich.
Shawna R, Gilmore, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Jeffrey T. Grill, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Timothy P. Grotenhuis, Rhinelander, Wis.
Mary A. Haddon, Lake Forest, 111.
Melissa L. Hargreaves, Maple City, Mich.
Tahnce C. Hartman, Glen Rock, Pa.
Juliet E. Hasley, Plymouth, Mich.
Todd R. Hilbelink, Lebanon, Ohio
Steven J. Hoek, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Matthew L. Hoepfinger, Bourbonnais, 111.
Daniel G. Hoffhines, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jamie D. Jeluso, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jon Joffe, Ponage, Mich.
Kristin S. Jurries, Holland, Mich.
Stephen D. Kaukonen, Colon, Mich.
Elizabeth A. Kaye, Plymouth, Mich.
Leigh Ann Kayser, Pequannock. N.J.
Denise A. Knoll, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kristen M. Koole, Wyoming, Mich.
Lucy H. Kras. Stevensville, Mich.
Bradford L. Kruithof. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mindy K. Lane, Midland. Mich.
David W. Lewis. Muskegon, Mich.
Jonathan D. Lund, CherryHill, N.J.
David B. MacIntyre, Waukesha, Wis.
Ann Lorraine Me Fall, Holland, Mich.
Eric G. Miller, South Haven, Mich.
Jillian L. Mulder, Queensbury, N.Y.
Andrea C. Partenheimer, Naperville, III.
Diane L. Peddie, Grandville, Mich.
Shawn H. Phillips, Jonesville, Mich.
Tracy L. Piasecki, Spring Lake, Mich.
Johanna L. Pscodna, Lansing, Mich.
Nii Y. Quarshie, Ghana
Joseph W. Rawlin, Cadillac, Mich.
Pamela A. Reahm, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Cami R. Reister, Conklin, Mich.
Keith W. Reynolds, Clarendon Hills, III.
D’Anne Schafer, Traverse City, Mich.
Stephen J. Schalkhauser, Lansing, Mich.
Andrea L. Schregardus, Waupun, Wis.
Michael 1. Schwass, Kentwood, Mich.
Charla J. Schwerin, Bay City, Mich.
Renee L. Seabold, Iowa City, Iowa
Richard M. Sedlar, Youngstown, Ohio
Julie A. Shensky, Dearborn, Mich.
Heidi L. Short, Baltimore, Md.
Kathleen A. Shutt, Okemos, Mich.
Susan A. Skeppstrom, Buffalo Grove, 111.
Karla Solano, Alajuela, Costa Rica
Lori L. Stonecipher, New Richmond, Ind.
Alizia D. Svrlinga, Wayland, Mich.
David P. Treloar, N. Muskegon, Mich.
Beth A. Trisko, St. Paul, Minn.
Marla J. Van Baren, Loveland, Colo.
Melissa A. Vander Jagt, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Stephen P. Vander Roest, South Haven, Mich.
Scott D. Vandervelde, HollarTd, Mich.
Sue L. VanDoeselaar, Holland, Mich.
Elisabeth J. Verhey, Holland, Mich.
Bradley J. Volava, Sylvania, Ohio
Linda S. Warner, Alto, Mich.
Ronald G. Wiegerink, Chapel Hill, N.C.
Robert E. Young, Chicago, 111.
Matthew C. Yount, McBain, Mich.
She married James W. Neckers on Aug. 3. 1927.
in Holland. They moved to Carbondale the next
month after his appointment in the Southern Illinois
Normal University's chemistry department. They
had two daughters. Janice and Nancy.
In her earlier years, she was involved in numerous
activities and was president of the Federated
Women's Club, the SIUC Women's Club and the
Garden Club. As president of the Garden Club, she
inaugurated planting magnolia solangiana — 400 for
SI — in two years. She was also active in the Girl
Scout council, and was a volunteer at the Veterans
Affairs Medical Center for several years.
For 64 years, she was active in the First
Presbyterian Church, where she was a Sunday school
teacher, organizer of a junior choir, a choir member,
president of the Women's Association and an
honorary life member.
She also served as president of the Carbondale
Church Women United in its early years. She was a
long-time member of the PEG, and president of a
local chapter.
Survivors include her husband; one daughter.
Nancy Anne (Henry B.) Blackwell of Indianapolis,
Ind.; three grandchildren and their spouses, James
and Roxanne, Joan and Thomas and Anne; one
great-granddaughter, Alexandra Jeanne Blackwell,
all of Indianapolis; and several nephews, a niece and
cousins in Michigan.
She was preceded in death by her daughter Janice
in 1946; and by two brothers, who had lived in
Michigan.
Vern Plagenhoef ’68 of Livonia, Mich., died on
Wednesday, June 3, 1992, of an apparent heart attack
in Chicago, 111. He was 45.
He had covered the Detroit Tigers for The Grand
Rapids Press and Booth newspapers for 18 years. He
was in Chicago to cover the U.S. national soccer
team in the U.S. Cup ’92 tournament.
A native of Holland, Mich., he played quarterback
for Holland High School, and was a catcher and
outfielder on Hope's MIAA championship team in
1966. He and his wife. Penny, had been married for
21 years.
He became a Grand Rapids Press reporter in 1969
and started covering baseball for the Press in 1974.
He took over the beat full-time in 1978 for the eight
Booth newspapers, including the Press.
He was to be the next secretary-treasurer of the
Baseball Writers Association of America (BBWAA).
He was a two-term president of the group’s Detroit,
Mich., chapter and the national president in 1988.
The BBWAA elects the members of the Hall of Fame
and votes for postseason player awards.
Survivors include his wife, Penny; his sons, Scott
and Brent; and his parents, Nelson and Hazel
Plagenhoef of Holland.
Brenda Price ’88 of Lansing, Mich., died on
Saturday, June 27, 1992, of injuries following an
automobile accident. She was 26.
She was formerly a resident of Fremont, Mich.,
and was a 1984 graduate of Fremont High School. A
communication major at Hope, she was employed at
Aviso Advertising in Lansing.
Survivors include her parents, Russell E. and
Margaret G. Price of Fremont; a sister, Mrs. Ted
(Mary Jo ’84) Koppenaal of Zeeland, Mich.; a
brother, John ’82 (Dina) Price of Chicago, III.; and
one nephew, John Michael.
James Schoeneich ’54 of Howell, Mich., died on
Saturday, June 27, 1992. He was 64.
He was bom on July 15, 1927, in Chicago, 111., the
son of Carl and Rose (Winkle) Schoeneich. He
married Catherine Smiser on Sept. 12, 1953, in
Douglas, Mich. He moved to Howell from Holland.
Mich., in 1954.
He was a graduate of Saugatuck (Mich.) High
School. In addition to his degree from Hope, he held
a master's degree in mathematics from the University
of Michigan.
He was a teacher at Farmington and Howell High
Schools, and was a member of the Howell Band
Boosters. He was a corporal in the U.S. Amiy during
World War II,
In addition to his wife, survivors include four
daughters, Denise and Jennifer Schoeneich. both of
Canton, Mich.. Leslie Schoeneich of Florida and
Pamela Lorenzo of Virginia: one son. Michael
Schoeneich of Lansing, Mich.: two brothers, Donald
Schoeneich of Saugatuck and Eugene Schoeneich of
Douglas; and two grandsons.
Sandrene (Polly) A. Schutt '27 of Rushing,
Mich., died on Tuesday, June 2, 1992, of an acute
myocardial infarction. She was 89.
She was bom on April 1 1. 1903, in Sioux Center.
Iowa. In addition to her degree from Hope, she held
an M.A. from the University of Michigan. She had
also studied at the Breadloaf School of English.
Her classroom work as an educator spanned 42
years, and ranged from a one-room school house in
Sioux Center to Grand Haven (Mich.) High School.
As a Fulbright Scholar in the Netherlands she taught
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American and English literature. She lectured at the
United States Information Center both years while
living in The Hague.
She moved from the local level in professional
organization work to the state and national level, and
was also a delegate to the World Order of the
Teaching Profession in London, England.
She moved to Flushing in 1991 from Arizona,
where she lived for 20 years with her friend of 42
years, Mary Needham. Her survivors include nieces.
Clarence J. Shoemaker ’38 of Elmhurst, Ill-
died on Wednesday, July 1, 1992, of a massive heart
attack at his cottage in Wisconsin.
In addition to his degree from Hope, he held a
doctorate in organic chemistry from Indiana
University. He was a former director of chemical
research for A.B. Dick Co. of Niles, following four
years as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy during World
War II.
Survivors include his wife, Mary; two sons, C.
Jay and Jan Philip of Elmhurst, 111.; and a sister,
Mrs. Harold (Margaret) Timmer of Brimley, Mich.
William Nelson Ten Have ’73 of Winnipeg,
Canada, died on Friday, July 3, 1992, in Winnipeg
from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
He was 43.
He was the son of the late Charles and Loma Ten
Have. He was a graduate of Saugatuck (Mich.)
High School, Hope and the University of Manitoba,
Canada.
He was employed as a professor at the University of
Manitoba.
Surviving are aunts and uncles, including Garth
and Ruth Wilson of Saugatuck.
George H. Vanderborgh Sr. ’20 of Lakeland,
Fla., died on Tuesday, July 21. 1992, at Presbyterian
Nursing Center. He was 94.
Bom in Sayville, N.Y., on May 21, 1898, he
came to Lakeland from Sayville 20 years ago.
He was the retired owner and operator of a shell
fish farm in Sayville. He was vice chairman of the
Oystermen’s Bank and Trust Company; and director
of the Oyster institute of North America. He also
worked with the Salvation Army.
In addition to his degree from Hope, he held a
doctorate in chemistry from Ohio State University.
He was a charter member of the Sayville Rotary
Club; past president and member of Sayville Board
of Education for more than 25 years; and a member
of the West Sayville Fire Department for 50 years.
He was an elder and deacon of First Reformed
Church of West Sayville.
He is survived by his son, George H.
Vanderborgh Jr., of Sayville; a daughter, June V.
Smith, of Sayville; five grandchildren; and 1 1
great-grandchildren.
Reinhardt Van Dyke ’35 of Basking Ridge,
N.J., died on Thursday, Jan. 30, 1992, at his home
after a long illness. He was 86.
Bom in Midland Park, N.J., he lived in Clayton,
N.J., before moving to Basking Ridge in 1963. He
was a graduate of the Princeton and New Brunswick
seminaries, and Drew University.
He was ordained into the ministry on July 4,
1938 at the Nassau Reformed Church in Nassau,
N.Y. He served as pastor of the church from 1938
until 1946, when he became the pastor of the Grand
Avenue Reformed Church, Asbury Park. He served
there until 1952.
From 1952 to 1958, he served as pastor of the
Sussex Presbyterian Church. In 1958, he became
pastor of the Clayton Presbyterian Church and also
served as director of Migrant Ministries for the New
Jersey Council of Churches in East Orange, serving
the South Jersey area.
He retired in 1972, and then served part-time as a
chaplain at the Lyons Veterans Medical Center until
1983. He was a member of the Presbytery of
Elizabeth.
Surviving are his wife, Mildred Dunham Van
Dyke; four sons, Reinhardt Jr. of Sea Cliff, N.Y .,
Garret C. of Clinton Township, Robert of Rindge,
N.H., and John of Stewartsville; a brother, the Rev.
Ansley Van Dyke of Toms River, and 12
grandchildren.
Richard J. Van Farowe ’24 died on Sunday,
April 19, 1992, in Traverse City, Mich.
He was a 1927 graduate of Western Theological
Seminary and an ordained minister in the Reformed
Church in America (RCA). He served RCA
congregations in Williamson, N.Y.; Portage, Mich.;
Randolph, Wis.; and Exeter, Strathroy and
Leamington, Ontario, Canada. He retired in 1968,
and made his retirement home in Zeeland, Mich.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Nella Pyle
'27 Van Farowe. Survivors include two sons,
George C. Van Farowe ’55 of Traverse City, Midl-
and Carl H. Van Farowe ’53 of Johnston, Iowa.
James N. Westveer ’37 of Grandville, Mich-
died on Tuesday, July 7, 1992. He was 77.
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Survivors include his wife, Alyda; children.
James Jr. and Joanne Westveer of Issaquak. Wash-
and Jody and Terry Sturgell of Oxford, Mass.; five
grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Morris (Ruth) Graham
of Lansing. Mich.; and nieces and nephews.
Evelyn G. Nienhuis ’28 Woodman of Gaylord.
Mich- died on Wednesday, May 27, 1992. She was
85.
She was bom July 31, 1906, in Holland, Mich-
the daughter of Anthony and Marie (VandenBerg)
Nienhuis. She attended Holland High School.
On June 12, 1931, she married Foster G.
Woodman, who preceded her in death in 1962.
She taught English and French in the Carson City
Schools from 1928 to 1931. She moved to Gaylord
in 1940, and taught English in the Gaylord school
system for 17 years, retiring in 1972.
Both she and her husband were active in
community affairs. She was a member of the
Library Board and the Michigan Association of
Retired School Personnel. She was a member of
the United Methodist Church, where she was a
choir member and served as financial secretary for
many years. She was also a member of the Alpha
Delta Kappa sorority and the Order of the Eastern
Star.
She is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Robert
(Norma A.) Wojack of Coldwater, Mich.; and one
granddaughter, Susan L. Fahlen of Coldwater.
sympathy to
The family of Robert J. Kammeraad of Grand
Haven, Mich., who died on Sunday, June 28, 1992.
He was 74.
A former member of the Hope College Board of
Trustees, he had worked as register of deeds for
Ottawa County for 34 years before retiring in 1980.
He was a member of Second Reformed Church,
where he was a former elder and member of the
men’s Bible class. He was a former member of the
Kiwanis Club, a life member of Michigan Register
of Deeds and served on the Ottawa County Plat
Board.
Survivors include his wife, Marian; a daughter,
Mary Boss of Spring Lake, Mich.; a son, Donald of
Spring Lake; five grandchildren; and several nieces
and nephews.
The family of William
Vander Lugt of Holland,
Mich., who died on
Tuesday, June 9, 1992, in a
local nursing home. He
was 89.
He served as a Hope
professor in 1954, as dean
from 1955 to 1966, as
distinguished professor at
large from 1966 to 1970 and as chancellor from
1970 to 1972. Hope presented him an honorary
degree in 1972.
Bom in the Netherlands, he came to the United
States with his parents, Teunis and Cornelia
Vander Lugt, in 1905. He attended Hull
Academy, Calvin College and the University of
Michigan.
He began his educational career as a professor
of philosophy at Central College. He also served
as dean of Westminster College in New
Wilmington, Pa., before returning to Michigan and
joining the Hope faculty.
In addition to his honorary degree from Hope,
he had received an honorary degree from Central
College. He was presented the Distinguished
Service Award and was a Paul Harris Fellow of
the Rotary Club. He was a member of Hope
Reformed Church and its greater consistory.
Surviving are his wife, Patemell; his children,
Capt. Robert Vander Lugt of Jacksonville, Fla.;
Dr. Karel Vander Lugt of Sioux Falls, S.D., and
William Vander Lugt of De Land, Fla.; seven
grandchildren; one great-granddaughter, a
brother, Arie Vander Lugt of Grand Rapids,
Mich.; two sisters, Johanna De Graaf and
Elizabeth Heslinga, both of Jenison, Mich.; and
nieces, nephews and cousins.
He was preceded in death by a daughter,
Elisabeth Kay, in 1967.
NOW YOU CAN HAVE A HOPE COLLEGE
CHRISTMAS WHE1VER YOU LIVE!
In fact, no matter what the occasion, birthday, graduation
or Christmas, we have an appropriate gift for the Hopeite in your life.
You can shop for that gift either by phone or mail using the
1992-93 color catalog from the Hope-Geneva Bookstore.
To obtain our latest catalog* please write to :
Hope Geneva Bookstore Mail Order Department,
Hope College, Holland, MI 49423-3698, or call
(616) 394-7833, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
*Qiir 1992-93 catalog will be available October 1, if you wish to obtain any item sooner,
please contact the Mail Order Department with your request. MHOPE-GENEVABOOKSTORE
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For all who contributed to the success of the
1991-92 Alumni Fund campaign ...
THANKS!
Class
Representatives
1991-92
Isla Pruim "24 VanEenenaatn
Deane Pelgrim "25 VanLare
Mabelle DuMez "26 Frei
Alice Ihrman "27
Harold Hesselink "28
Laveme VanderHill "29
John Winter "30
Lucille Walvoord "31 Busker
Watson Spoelstra "32
Harri Zegerius "33
Anne Jackson "34 Notier
Marjorie Scholten "35 Klaasen
Henry Kleinheksel "36
M. Eugene Osterhaven "37
Herman Luben "38
Robert Vandenberg "39
Thomas Houtman "40
T. Philip Waalkes "41
Harry and Jeannette Van Beek Frissel "42
Daniel and Winifred Rameau Fylstra "43
Roger and Norma Lemmer Koeppe "44
Maurice Laug "45
Lucille Teninga "46 Toren
Phyllis Voss "47 Bruggers
Betty Visscher "48 Rycenga
Richard Hoebeke "49
Harlan Failor "50
Albert Boers "5 1
Richard Huff "52
Peter Roon "53
Donald and Nancie Carpenter Lubbers "54
Alice Klepper "55 Jansma
Mary Jane Adams "56 Dykema
MaryAlice Ferguson "57 Ritsema
Henry Doele "58
Edward and Jane Klaasen Westerbeke "59
Suzanna Edwards "60 Paarlberg
Ronald and Marjery Kempers
Wiegerink "61
Beverly Joeckel "62 VanGenderen
Donald Mitchell "63
Ralph Jackson "64
Marti Lootens "65 Sligh
Martha Campbell "66 Costos
Barbara Granberg "67 Joldersma
Sharon Dykstra "68 Teusink
Kenneth Eriks "69
Cindy Sonneveldt "70 Powers
Ross and Patricia Machiela Mack "71
William and Kathryn Roman
Nicholson "72
A. Jeffery Winne "73
Joel and Marianne Van Heest Bouwens "74
William and Claire Campbell Boersma "75
Keith and Becky Norden Derrick "76
Elizabeth Boersma 'll Jasperse
Gregory Van Heest "78
Jan Vandenberg "79 Aardema
Beth Visscher "79 Nielsen
Steve and Kathy Warn Bratschie "80
Scott and Nancy Dirkse DeWitt "81
Kathy Lawrence "82
Melody Meyer "83 Boersma
Mary Lynn McNally "84 Buck
Greg Heeres "85
Kimberly Waldorf "86 Mercer
J. Lindsey Dood "87
Janilyn Brouwer '88
Catherine Morrison "89 Lane
Jennifer Thompson "89 McGuffin
Heidi Sunderhaft "90
David Veldink "91
Jennifer Payette "92
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Professor monitors
first Ethiopian elections
by Michael J. Theune ’92
r |^he past two years have been a time
X of great political and social
upheaval. The Berlin Wall has been tom
down, the struggle for democracy has
replaced a stagnant communism in the
Commonwealth of Independent States
(the former Soviet Union) and civil unrest
has turned bloody in many parts of
Yugoslavia as Croatians fight for ethnic
freedom from an imposed political
system.
Though events in Europe and Asia
have received the most attention from the
media in the past two years, the current
trend toward democracy and freedom is
not limited to European and Asian
borders.
In the beginning of 1991, while the
world watched European political
structures crumble, remarkable events
were taking place in the African country
of Ethiopia. In the spring of that year, a
hated dictatorial regime was overthrown,
order was restored, and a process was
begun which could inaugurate a
completely new era in Ethiopia’s political
and social history.
A key component of that process was
to hold the first truly democratic elections
in Ethiopia’s history. However, in
planning the transition to democracy in a
country which has always been ruled over
by various autocracies, it was
acknowledged that holding elections
would be difficult and would require
outside assistance. Part of that assistance
came from the college’s director of
international education, Dr. Neal Sobania
’68, who served as a member of the Joint
International Observer Group (JIOG).
As one of the more than 200 members
of the JIOG, Dr. Sobania, whose work
was funded by the African-American
Institute, was in Ethiopia from June 6 to
June 22, observing both elections and the
very crucial pre-election activities.
He and the three other members of the
multinational team to which he was
assigned were charged with covering a
large section, approximately 200 miles by
150 miles, of western Ethiopia. They
observed voter registration and the filing
Ethiopians in their nation's capital, Addis
Ababa, cast their first vote.
of candidate petitions to run for office.
They also met with election committees
to ask questions about the election
process, trying to gain a sense of any
intimidation or other inappropriate voter
influencing.
“The two weeks before the elections
were really a training ground in basic
democratic procedures because it simply
had never been done before,” Dr. Sobania
said. “Our goal was to build confidence
among political parties to campaign and
to speak for what they believed in. We
were there to limit faults in the election
process.”
The concept of being free to express
one’s own ideologies and beliefs is a new
concept in Ethiopia, according to Dr.
Sobania.
Ethiopia, once widely known as
Abyssinia, was ruled by a long line of
monarchs. The last of them was Emperor
Haile Selassie I, who ruled in a largely
autocratic manner, granting few powers
and providing for no minority
representation.
Haile Selassie ruled until September
of 1974, when he was overthrown in a
military coup led by Mengistu Haile
Mariam. To assure its place in power,
Mengistu’s takeover group, called the
Dergue, became a military dictatorship.
The regime was responsible for a time
in the 1970s called the “Red Terror,”
when anyone walking the streets at
night, any student, or anybody thought
to be remotely in opposition to the
government could be taken out and
shot. The Dergue allowed no more
freedom of assembly, speech, or
expression of individual beliefs than its
predecessors.
“It’s devastating what these people
lived under,” Dr. Sobania said. “That’s
why there’s such great desire for peace
and stability in this country.”
The opportunity came in May of 1991,
when rebel forces led by the Ethiopian
People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front
(EPRDF) liberated Ethiopia’s capital,
Addis Ababa. The relatively bloodless
takeover was, according to Dr. Sobania,
unique because “the power of the gun led
to the power of the people.”
“They decided not to rule by the gun
and decided to hold these elections
instead,” he said.
The elections were for town
representatives who would make up
regional councils, the first steps for
national elections in 1993. Dr. Sobania
feels they carried with them some
potential for a democratic and peaceful
future but still had a number of problems.
He noted, for example, that
competitive, multiparty elections took
place in few places. The EPRDF and its
affiliated parties were generally the only
parties on the ballot. The
non-participation of other parties was
usually explained as a response to
intimidation and sometimes detention of
their supporters and candidates.
In some of the more rural areas of the
country, such as where Dr. Sobania was
located, there tended to be even more
difficulties, including poor
communications, the failure to deliver
registration and voting materials on time,
and delayed funding for election
committees. Election officials generally
did not educate the population about
some crucial aspects of free election,
including the purpose for secret ballots.
Although the Ethiopian election
process was riddled with problems, it
nevertheless successfully took place in a
country with more than 84 political
parties, many of which, because they
started as liberation movements, were
heavily armed. The situation in Ethiopia
is one which is ripe for civil war, but such
conflict has so far been avoided.
“Some people were even willing to
count the elections a success as long as
the winners didn’t shoot the losers,” Dr.
Sobania said.
He also noted that the majority of the
people he encountered were enthusiastic
about the chance to vote and took the
privilege very seriously.
“Many people waited for hours on end
just to get a chance to vote." he said. “It
isn't likely that an American would sit for
three hours in the sun to vote. We tend to
have a pretty lackadaisical, laissez-faire
attitude about elections."
Dr. Sobania left Ethiopia with mixed
emotions.
“I went out with a tremendous amount
of optimism that this government was
involved in a very exciting kind of
experiment,” he said. “I left, not
disillusioned, but disappointed that the
transitional government had, in fact, not
let the elections be truly contested."
His interest in Ethiopia began in 1968
when he joined the Peace Corps — serving
first as a volunteer, then as a staff
member, until 1972. He has returned to
Ethiopia and to eastern Africa in the
years since to study its people and
culture.
For Dr. Sobania, serving as an election
observer, spending long days roaming the
rough terrain of Ethiopia in a land cruiser
trying to watch a hurried, often
problematic, election process was in no
way a sacrifice. It was a labor of love,
and even more than that.
“It was a unique opportunity for me to
give something back to Ethiopia." he
said. “As a researcher, you’re almost
always asking for information, taking
information, and doing something with it
that enhances your own academic career.
“This was an opportunity for me to use
my language skills and what I know
about the country to do something for
them," he said. “It was a chance to help,
in whatever way I could, Ethiopia’s
people and to assist this beautiful,
struggling country as it strives for
democracy and peace.” ^
“It was a chance to help,
in whatever way I could,
Ethiopia’s people and to assist
this beautiful, struggling
country as it strives for
democracy and peace.”
— Dr. Neal Sobania ’68 I
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